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Abstract  
 
This paper analyzes large bank and insurer recapitalizations during the subprime crisis of 2007-09. For 
a sample of more than ninety of US, UK and European financial intermediaries, we collect data  on 
new capital issues  by private investors and by governments and  construct a scale of the intensity of 
recapitalization  based on the source of new cash, dividend cuts or capital issues,  the identity of the 
new shareholders (public or private) in the latter case. Further, we relate the intensity of 
recapitalization to a number of distress and liquidity risk measures,  in a way akin to the Prompt 
Corrective Action system adopted by the US FDIC for the resolution of US commercial banks. We 
measure risk based on accounting data, such as toxic asset exposure and shocks to funding, as well as 
with market based data, such as stock market prices. We measure market based probabilities of default 
à la Merton and compare them with Financial Strength Ratings.  We run our analysis for three different 
risk peaks during the crisis, namely the Northern Rock Distress in September 2007, the Bear Stearns 
bailout in March 2008, and the Lehman/AIG collapse in September 2008.     

Our main results are as follows.  The intensity of recapitalization for individual intermediaries 
increases during the three peaks of the crisis, and that exposures at the beginning of the crisis matter 
for all periods, and can be indeed defined as “toxic”, i.e. with slow decay. More importantly, the 
intensity of recapitalization is indeed related to our risk measures, and especially to exposures to toxic 
assets and probabilities of default based on option markets, even with without control for country 
effects. Our controls for sector effects are confined to  the liability structure of the intermediaries, and 
we show that individual insurance companies experienced less need to recapitalize than banks due to 
their lower value of risk variables.  We also show that market measures of risk, were already 
discounting in March 2008 the  information on the intensity of recapitalization which occurred at the 
end of the year; on the other hand, in the first phase of the crisis, in September 2007, markets were 
taken by surprise, but  toxic asset exposures are the best leading indicator of distress.  
 
We are able to simplify the vast variability  in regulation between sectors and jurisdictions with just 
two variables, which control for the effects of the “bailout put” and for the difference between 
individual and collective bailouts. In fact, among our risk measures, probabilities of default à la 
Merton perform better than credit default spreads; this is because the former do not discount the value 
of bailout puts, and hence control for the main regulatory asymmetry between banking and insurance. 
We find that the other main regulatory variable that matters is the type of bailout (government based 
recapitalization). For  the Lehman shocks sample, we are able to sort individual bailouts from group 
bailouts based on objective criteria and show that that group bailouts were driven from other factors 
than all the other transactions analyzed in the study (dividend cuts, private investor recapitalizations 
and individual bailouts)  
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1. Introduction and outline 
This paper analyzes financial intermediaries’ recapitalization during the subprime crisis of 2007-09. 
We ask the following questions: How can we define recapitalization events from a broad perspective 
and how does recapitalization relate to optimal financing and dividend policies in normal times? 
Which factors drive the intensity of recapitalization at sector and sub sector level?  Is it possible to 
relate the strength to recapitalization to the intensity of risk?  
 
For a sample of more than ninety of US, UK and European financial intermediaries, we collect data  on 
new capital issues  by private investors and by governments and  construct a scale of the intensity of 
recapitalization  based on the source of new cash, dividend cuts or capital issues,  the identity of the 
new shareholders (public or private) in the latter case. Further, we relate the intensity of 
recapitalization to a number of distress and liquidity risk measures,  in a way akin to the Prompt 
Corrective Action system adopted by the US FDIC for the resolution of US commercial banks. We 
measure risk based on accounting data, such as toxic asset exposure and shocks to funding, as well as 
with market based data, such as stock market prices. We measure market based probabilities of default 
à la Merton and compare them with Financial Strength Ratings.  We run our analysis for three different 
risk peaks during the crisis, namely the Northern Rock Distress in September 2007, the Bear Stearns 
bailout in March 2008, and the Lehman/AIG collapse in September 2008.     
 
Understanding financial intermediaries recapitalizations during the subprime crisis of 2007-09 is of 
critical importance. Recapitalizations accounted for the bulk of the direct costs of the crisis, and the 
distribution of the costs between shareholders, bondholders and taxpayers is at the heart of the post-
crisis regulatory debate and reform. Further, the details of the recapitalization process itself, which 
have been complex, and in many case dealt with in an emergency and ad hoc mode, due to the 
systemic nature of the crisis, are under discussion as well. Our exercise is performed separately across 
three peaks of the crisis, the Northern Rock bailout in September 2007, the Bear Stearns bailout in 
March 2008, and the Lehman bankruptcy in September 2008, and their respective aftermath.  
 
Here is how we address these issues. In  paragraph 2, we detail our sample choice criteria, which  is 
broader than in many other papers in the literature. This is because we want to compare the crisis in 
banking and insurance, as well to address the reverberations in Britain and Europe of a crisis which 
originated in the US.  In paragraph 3, we offer our contribution to the definition of recapitalization 
events during the crisis.  We  implement  a comprehensive measure of  net cash changes to 
shareholders equity derived from sample firms flow of funds reports, which take into account not only 
capital increases, but also changes in dividend policy. In addition, we design an ordered response 
scheme including up to five management/government different actions at the height of the crisis (do 
nothing, dividend cuts, capital increases on the market, preventive government bailouts and individual 
bailouts). This ordered response scheme resembles the discretionary regulatory response scheme 
underlying Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) scheme  implemented  since 1991 by the FDIC for US 
commercial banks.  
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We map the intensity of recapitalization across sectors and jurisdictions experiencing shocks of 
different intensity: for example, dividend cuts were enough to restore capital in most of the insurance 
sector, whereas a mix of private market capital increase and government bailouts was needed for many 
large banks, both in Europe and in the US. Further, we help clarify the fuzzy notion of bailout, by 
showing that there is an important distinction between individual bailouts, which concerned 
individually distressed banks, on both sides of the Atlantic, and group bailouts programs, which were 
meant to avert systemic risk, and show a much smaller level of individual firm risk according to our 
measures. We propose to define both bailouts and bankruptcies as distress events, and argue that the 
notion of distress is more relevant tor financial intermediaries than the narrower notion of default.  
 
In paragraphs 4 and 5, we relate the intensity of recapitalization at individual firm level with the 
intensity of distress and funding risk indicators at the individual firm level. We measure risk based on 
accounting data, such as toxic asset exposure and shocks to funding, as well as with market based data, 
such as stock market prices. We measure market based probabilities of default à la Merton and 
compare them with Financial Strength RatingsThese indicators are discussed at length in a companion 
paper (see Savorelli, Cybo-Ottone and Beccarini, 2011b). We explore this relationship in two ways. In 
paragraph 4 we correlate, within an ordered Logit framework, the intensity of response to our  ex ante 
risk measures. We show trough that the intensity of recapitalization is related in a monotone way to the 
intensity of risk, especially at the height of the crisis in Fall 2008.  The econometric work shows that 
there is no unique determinant of the level of distress, and that both asset shocks and funding shocks 
matter; in general, individual insurance companies needed a lower degree of capital infusion due to 
their lower exposures to asset and especially funding shocks.  In the cross section, the Merton model, 
whose main inputs are market capitalization and put option volatility, perform better than CDS 
spreads. Toxic asset exposures and liquidity risk indicators also contribute to explain recapitalization.   
As a robustness test, in  paragraph 5, we relate net capital raised with contemporaneous write downs 
and fund withdrawals and track the independent role of fund withdrawals in determining the intensity 
of recapitalization.  This is an important differentiator between banks, which experienced extreme 
funding shocks under our measure, and insurance companies which didn’t.  
 
Paragraph 6 compares the relative predictive power of market base measures of risk with Financial 
Strength Ratings. Neither is best, but each minimizing a different type of error. Market based measures 
such as MPD and CDS spreads show too high false positives (i.e. Type I errors) by predicting 
extremely large probabilities of distress which did not materialize, especially in insurance, whereas 
Financial Strength Ratings are too conservative and generate many false negatives (Type II errors), by 
failing to predict distress events that actually materialized; this is more so if we want to account for 
bailouts.  Paragraph 7 recaps our main results  and looks at implications for the current debate on 
financial regulation. Our main results are as follows.  The intensity of recapitalization for individual 
intermediaries increases during the three peaks of the crisis, and that exposures at the beginning of the 
crisis matter for all periods, and can be indeed defined as “toxic”, i.e. with slow decay. More 
importantly, the intensity of recapitalization is indeed related to our risk measures, and especially to 
exposures to toxic assets and probabilities of default based on option markets, even with without 
control for country effects. Our controls for sector effects are confined to  the liability structure of the 
intermediaries, and we show that individual insurance companies experienced less need to recapitalize 
than banks due to their lower value of risk variables.  We also show that market measures of risk, were 
already discounting in March 2008 the  information on the intensity of recapitalization which occurred 
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at the end of the year; on the other hand, in the first phase of the crisis, in September 2007, markets 
were taken by surprise, but  toxic asset exposures are the best leading indicator of distress.  
 
We are able to simplify the vast variability  in regulation between sectors and jurisdictions with just 
two variables, which control for the effects of the “bailout put” and for the difference between 
individual and collective bailouts. In fact, among our risk measures, probabilities of default à la 
Merton perform better than credit default spreads; this is because the former do not discount the value 
of bailout puts, and hence control for the main regulatory asymmetry between banking and insurance. 
We find that the other main regulatory variable that matters is the type of bailout (government based 
recapitalization). For  the Lehman shocks sample, we are able to sort individual bailouts from group 
bailouts based on objective criteria and show that that group bailouts were driven from other factors 
than all the other transactions analyzed in the study (dividend cuts, private investor recapitalizations 
and individual bailouts)  
 
The empirical literature on financial intermediaries during the crisis is large and growing fast in size.  
We are unaware of a micro based academic work on recapitalizations during the crisis. 1 Those   which 
are closest in approach on our work are those explaining how corporate governance affected firm 
performance during the crisis, such as Beltratti et al. (2010) or Eekernes et a. (2010), which focus more 
on how management decisions and adherence to shareholder value maximization affected excessive 
risk taking in the wake of the crisis rather than, as we do, on the reaction to the crisis. Two important 
papers addressed a more specific problem, such as  dividend policy during the crisis are Reddemann et 
al. (2010), which focus on European insurance and Acharya, Schnabl and Suarez (2010) which focus 
mainly on bank exposures to ABCP programs and the related funding risk problem. Other related 
works are the  seminal contribution of New York Fed economists on shadow banking (Poszar et. Al. 
2010) as well as Baranoff and Sager (2009) who estimate the impact of  mortgage backed securities 
exposures versus credit risk in US life insurance in the wake of the subprime crisis.  Further, data and 
results from our paper can be considered as one of the input of the important debate on bank 
recapitalization, such as Bebchuck and Zingales (2009) and Kashayap, Rajan and Stein (2009), 
Caballero (2010).Within the literature, our emphasis on firm specific solutions to recapitalization is 
near in spirit to the work of Duffie (2010) and Hart and Zingales (2010). Finally, our work also  draws 
                                                            
1 Our paper also relate to an ample practitioner and regulator based literature on toxic asset exposures,  whose  main 
emphasis is on the US and UK and on banking as compared to EU and insurance  and focuses on estimates of aggregate 
sector exposures and losses and macro-prudential risk. Relevant examples of this literature are the IMF Financial Stability 
Reports, the Bank of England Financial Stability Reports, Roubini Global Economics, as well as books  from teams of 
bankers and academics, such as the Brookings Institution’s one, as in Greenlaw, Hatzius, Kashayap and Shin, 2009) and 
NYU Stern’s book “Restoring Financial Stability”  (2009).  Sector based works with a focus on a comparison  between 
banking and insurance are  Savorelli and Hess (2008), which provided initial motivation for this work,  Oliver 
Wyman/Geneva Papers (2010),  Oecd’s Schich paper  (2009),  and Ceiops (2010).  Goddard et. al. (2009) discusses the 
crisis on EU banking but at very descriptive level. Many  reports  modelled   financial intermediaries  capital increases as 
simply related to the intensity of write downs - e.g. Ceiops (2010) for insurance and Masera et al. (2009) for banking. The 
most comprehensive micro analysis of exposures and recapitalizations were performed  by a number of brokers reports 
covering financial stocks during the crisis. These papers  are  usually focused on valuation, and do not try,  as we do, to 
explain recapitalizations and usually focused on region/macro sectors (e.g. US banking or EU Insurance),  nevertheless, 
they contain and organize hard to find  information, especially on toxic asset exposures; as a consequence, we  have used 
some of these estimates in the section of toxic asset exposures, by complementing it with manually retrieved information 
from company websites as well as with data contained in firm specific case studies.  
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on the pre-crisis  literature  on early warning of distress in banking and insurance such as in Gropp, 
Vasala and Vulpes (2004), or Chan-Lau and Sy (2006), as well as to the vast literature on the theory 
and application of the Prompt Corrective Action framework in banking - such as Flannery and Rangan 
(2006) - and in insurance, as in the contributions of Harrington (2005) and Tatom (2008).  We share the 
use of an  ordered Logit  framework to explain decisions related to  dividend policy, capital increases 
and outright default  with Lau (1987), whose focus is non financial firms. Other applications of marked 
based models to risk of distress during the crisis are to Segoviano and Goodhart (2009) and  Gray, 
Merton and Bodie (2008) as well as to rating agencies research departments such as Korabief  and Qu, 
(2009). 

 
 

2. Sample description 
 

2.1 Universe of the research  
We collect data for a Universe of 97 US, British and European headquartered banks, insurance 
companies and mortgage intermediaries.  In order to be included in the sample, each financial 
intermediary needs to be listed and have CDS and option quotations. For the insurance sector, we 
sampled all firms with an available time series of CDS quotations, for a total of 41 observations. The 
same criteria would deliver a very large banking sample, especially for Continental European 
countries, so we further screened banks by restricting observations to the largest banks operating in 
each jurisdiction, yielding a final sample of 56 banks, which is of comparable size of the insurance 
sample. Despite this restriction, our banking sample is still quite wide, and not only includes all the 
Systemically Important Financial Institutions as being considered by the IMF and Financial Stability 
Board, but also all the largest financial intermediaries at country levels, which are the most likely “too 
big to fail” entities (in fact, our sample includes most of the government bailouts performed in the 
various jurisdictions). Further, our CDS based screening criteria picked some smaller but financially 
important intermediaries such as mortgage banks and monolines. This is due to the fact that the very 
existence of a liquid  CDS market is  somewhat endogenous: a market develop when there is enough 
volatility to induce differences in opinions and when hedging demand develops as a function of 
counterparty and exposure risk; as a consequence, when mortgage banks and monolines became more 
distressed, a CDS market developed. We retained all these observations in the sample.   
 
Table 1.1 below  reports summary size measures by sub sector; size measures are sector averages in 
billion Euro, and include Total Assets, Sales, Stock Market Cap and Tangible Equity before and after 
the crisis, i.e. at the end of 2006 and 2009.In general, in term of Total Assets or Sales,  banks are 
bigger than insurance companies, with Monolines and P&C specialized entities being the smaller and 
Universal banks being the larger entities in the sample. The difference between banking and insurance 
is somewhat smaller in term of stock market cap and tangible equity, showing that, overall, banks were 
more leveraged than insurers. Data on the dynamic of tangible equity between 2006 and 2009 are also 
interesting as there have been increases in this variable across the board for banking but not for 
insurance; this is related to the different dynamic of recapitalizations, more on that below.   Further 
details are provided in Table A.1 in  the Appendix, where  we report the whole list of financial firms 
included in our sample, their sub sector and size indicators.   
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Table 2.1 Full Sample: Size Indicators 

SEC  Subsector Average COUNT 
TOTAL ASSETS Avg.  SALES Avg.  

STOCK MARKET CAP 
Avg.  

TANGIBLE EQUITY 
Avg.  

2006 2009 

Delta 
06_09 

% 2006 2009 

Delta 
06_0
9 % 2006 2009 

Delta 
06_09 

% 2006 2009

Delta 
06_09 

% 
BK Bank Regional  31 356  466  31%  24  25  1%  34  22  ‐35%  13  15  21% 

BK Bank Universal 12 1323  1420  7%  75  60  ‐20%  102  59  ‐42%  37  51  38% 

BK Investment Banks 5 558  489  ‐12%  41  27  ‐35%  49  30  ‐38%  18  27  48% 

BK Mortgage Bank  6 247  272  10%  16  15  ‐4%  17  2  ‐88%  7  7  ‐6% 

BK Mortgage Bank/GSE  2 725  725  0%  39  31  ‐20%  46  5  ‐90%  25  ‐68  ‐373% 

INS Monoliner 4 19  13  ‐34%  2  2  23%  6  0  ‐93%  5  0  ‐98% 

INS Bancassurance 4 519  470  ‐9%  54  49  ‐10%  56  11  ‐80%  27  11  ‐61% 

INS Life/Health  14 167  157  ‐6%  23  19  ‐18%  18  9  ‐53%  8  7  ‐20% 

INS Multi-line Insurance  8 449  383  ‐15%  58  55  ‐5%  37  20  ‐45%  16  12  ‐20% 

INS Property/Casualty  5 50  43  ‐15%  12  10  ‐12%  15  8  ‐45%  8  7  ‐11% 

INS Reinsurance   6 80  82  3%  14  16  7%  12  8  ‐34%  8  8  ‐3% 

 
From a total of 97 observations, the regional distribution of the sample is 57 intermediaries 
incorporated in  Europe and 40 from the US; some of these companies have very mixed regional 
exposures: US exposures for European firms from small countries such as Benelux and Switzerland 
are particularly important and did play an important role in the crisis. The Appendix contains 
information on the individual identities (Table A.1.1.)  and size indicators (Table A.1.2)  for all firms 
included in the sample.  
 
 
3. Recapitalization and Prompt Corrective Action  
 
3.1 An ordered response recapitalization scheme 
In this paragraph, we propose to use the Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) framework to address 
management and regulator response to the crisis.  The PCA framework, as administered by the US 
FDIC since 1991 in order to recapitalize and manage distress risk for commercial banking, entails a 
loose mapping between the intensity of recapitalization actions and the level of capital adequacy and 
provides an ordering, in terms of expected distress level.2 
 
 

                                                            
2  Under the US Prompt corrective action  regime, Based on the levels of capital observed at time t, the regulator defines  three 
basic levels of under-capitalization , which ask for the a pre-determined sect of responses, some which are mandatory, and other which 
are discretionary on the part of the regulator: 
 a) If the bank is undercapitalized, then  Capital distributions are suspended; asset growth and M&A are restricted; bank 
management is advised to submit a recapitalization plan (via capital increase or sale to a more capitalized buyer) to the regulator,  which 
can ask shareholders to replace management.   
 b) If the bank is significantly under-capitalized bank, then all actions under a) above, but the recapitalization is mandatory.  
 c) If the bank is  critically undercapitalized, then the bank is put under conservatorship or receivership within 90 days  and all 
payment of subordinated debt are suspended.    
 Benston and Kauffman  (2007) are a key reference for US banking.  Harrington (2003) and Vaugham (2008) discuss PCA 
potential for US Insurance, Mayes (2009) does the same for EU banking; Tatom  (2008) discuss the  application of PCA to investment 
banking and insurance 
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We borrow from the PCA framework to model the response of bank management and regulators to the 
risk of distress for large financial intermediaries included in our sample. In order to do that we need to 
define a set of triggers to recapitalizations as well as the specific recapitalization events, both in order 
of increased intensity.  Table 3.1 below motivates our implementation and generalization of the PCA 
framework to management/government recapitalization decisions after the extreme shocks to asset 
values and to funding needs experienced during the credit crisis of 2007-09. The left half of the table 
provides our measures of risk intensity (we consider four different risk levels). For each risk level, the 
right half of the table shows a corresponding response level, from do nothing, to dividend cuts, to a 
capital increase funded by private sector  shareholders (either existing or new shareholders) and finally 
from a recapitalization by the government (a bailout).    
 

12

Our ordered response scheme
S5(0) = Do nothing

S5(1) = Dividend Cut 

S5(2) = Private Market Capital         
Increase

S5(3) = Systemic Bailout ?? 
S5(4) = Individual Bailout 

and distress

Table 3.1. A generalization of Prompt Corrective Action 

PCA
S4(0) = Bank well capitalized > do nothing                          >>

S4(1) =  If the bank is undercapitalized, then  Capital distributions are 
suspended; asset growth and M&A are restricted; 

bank management is advised to submit  a reca‐ >>
pitalization plan (via capital increase or sale to a more capitalized 
buyer) to the regulator,   which can ask shareholders to replace 
management.  

S4(2) =  If the bank is significantly under‐capitalized bank,    >>
then all actions under a) above, but the recapitalization

is mandatory. 

S4(4)= If the bank is  critically undercapitalized, then the bank >>
is put under conservatorship or receivership   within 90 days  
and all payment of subordinated debt are suspended.   

Under the US Prompt corrective action  regime, based on the levels of capital observed 
at time t, the regulator defines  three basic levels of undercapitaliza‐tion , which ask for 
the a pre‐determined sect of responses, some which are mandatory, and other which 
are discretionary on the part of the regulator

 
Before discussing the details on how we measure and order these variables we want to stress that the 
content of Table 3.1 is just an hypothesis that we want to test in the data. This is so because, within our 
sample, the enforcement of PCA framework was limited to US commercial banks (a small part of our 
sample) and even within US commercial banks, on an ex post basis, PCA was  applied  just to  two 
transactions, such as Washington Mutual and  Wachovia recapitalizations.  
 
We propose instead  to utilize PCA as a benchmark behavioral model for all the major recapitalizations 
which has been observed during the crisis, both public and private ones.  
 
PCA would be a sensible benchmark for voluntary management intervention: if management feels that 
his company is undercapitalized, he may restore pre shock capital cushions; dividend cuts and buyback 
suspension are completely discretionary decisions and are the easiest ways to raise needed cash; capital 
increases are next in line but this is related to the cost of capital (and the fear of dilution by existing 
shareholders); selling the whole business to more capitalized entities is another way to restore capital 
adequacy, but this is a less preferred choice as management may lose his job, and shareholder may lose 
franchise value and the premium for control by selling at distressed valuations.  The PCA model would 
be then roughly consistent with a voluntary management decision process if management and the 
market share the same expectations and objectives. Further, even if PCA is not legislated, the 
government would step in only if there would be no private shareholder willing to recapitalize the firm 
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(in this sense, a bailout would be ex ante equivalent to a bankruptcy, even if ex post this would be 
preferred in order to avoid systemic risk.   Further discussion of our maintained hypothesis is 
contained in Paragraph 7 below.    
 
a) Measuring the intensity of recapitalization. 
In order to implement our ordered response scheme empirically, we supplement data on capital 
increase described above with information on changes in corporate governance and in dividend policy. 
We collected data on all changes in management and in corporate control, such as bankruptcies (some 
of which were performed under non financial institutions bankruptcy law, e.g. Lehman’s Chapter 11; 
and other were performed under specialized financial institutions procedures, such as receiverships 
applicable to commercial banks or conservatorship applicable to GSE suck as Fannie Mae and Freddie 
Mac). Some recapitalizations in the sample  implying a change in control were implanted out of court, 
and just involved a friendly acquisition of a distressed institution by a stronger intermediary; in some 
of these  cases, there was no strict need of a recapitalization of  the merged institution if the bidder had 
enough excess capital, for example, and so we report the value of the acquisition deal as a way to 
compare the size of the transactions with capital increases not involving changes in control.  We also 
collect data on changes in dividend policy during the crisis 
 
We split the management reaction space into mutually exclusive states of different granularity. The 
idea is that there is a ranking between the intensity of recapitalization actions and the level of capital 
adequacy. We leave for next chapters our discussion on the measurement of capital adequacy in a 
homogenous way across different sectors and jurisdictions and focus here on the measurement of 
intensity of recapitalization. In the following, we define recapitalization actions at increasing level of 
granularity, by starting with a two state regime (sound and unsound financial intermediary) to move to 
finer levels (up to five) of actions.   

 
S2  Two state ordering   The broadest classification is binomial, where se separate firms with no 
recapitalization/change in control from firms experiencing one of these events. In practice, the most 
important level of classification is between no recapitalization vs. private marker recapitalization plus  
government recapitalization or bailout.   

• S2(0) = No capital increase 
• S2(1) = Capital Increase 

S3 =Three state ordering: The three state ordering departs from the two state one as we define a three 
event space by further splitting recaps/change in control between private market recaps/control sales 
and government assisted recaps/control transfers: 

• S3(0) = No capital increase 
• S3(1) = Private Market Capital Increase 
• S3(2) = Bailout 

 
Discussion of Public versus private capital increases. In the three state models, the issue is how to 
separate private market capital increases from government financed capital increases. It is natural to 
apply the latter to a more distressed case. One may expect that the government could be a shareholder 
of last resort as compared to the marketplace. For example, this could be more the case if the firm has 
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already tapped the market with private investors (recall very bad performance for sovereign fund 
subscription),  and ask for more money due to further losses; further, one may expect that the 
government could be ready to recapitalized a potentially insolvent firm for a “public good” motive 
such as an externality stemming from systemic risk. 

 
S5= Five  state ordering.   In the five states ordering, we introduce a dividend cut state between do 
nothing and capital increases and we split the bailout state in two different levels of distress. The finer 
state space split consists of five mutually exclusive states: 

• S5(0) = Do nothing 
• S5(1) = Dividend Cut  
• S5(2) = Private Market Capital Increase 
• S5(3) = Systemic Bailout  
• S5(4) = Individual Bailout and distress 

 
Discussion of Dividend cuts and private market capital increase.  In the fives state ordering, we allow 
for a dividend cut state between the “do nothing” state and the “private market capital increase” state. 
Generally speaking, stock markets react more negatively to capital issues than to dividend cuts; as a 
consequence, firm resort to capital increases only after they have consumed all cash flows from 
dividend cuts; this is also necessary when the asset shock is larger than dividend capacity (see the 
discussion of Chart 3.2 above).    
 
Discussion of Individual versus systemic bailouts. In the five state ordered model, we also propose to 
make a distinction between individual and systemic bailouts, with the latter applying to less distressed 
financial intermediaries.  In the first phase of the crisis, some institutions were able to recapitalize by 
private investors, including strategic investors such as Sovereign Funds. In some cases, there was no 
private capital available and governments had to step in to provide fresh capital or to subsidize 
purchase of troubled firms by more capitalized firms. The number of bailout institutions climbed after 
the Lehman collapse, as fears of systemic risk overlapped with the   existence of selected firms being 
in distress.  As financial intermediaries are subject to domestic stability regulation, intervention rules 
have been quite varied. The clearest intervention rules applied to firms subject to a kind of PCA (US 
commercial banks, UK banks after the Northern Rock case). Bailout plans have been passed in favor 
of large banks in most countries. In addition, selected insurance companies having “bank-like” units 
(AIG) or “bancassurance” units (ING Group) were also bailed out. These bailout plans were not only 
discretionary in the timing, but also imposed different conditions ex post, sometimes even in the same 
country/regulator (for example the UK changed the rules for Prompt Corrective action after Northern 
Rock and subordinated bondholders have been given different treatment in individual bailout cases).  
This might explain why it is very capture to forecast bailouts ex ante (see KMV Moody’s 2009 and our 
analysis in paragraph 7 below). Was a hidden rule in place? In order to unravel this rule, we sort out 
bailouts in two different, but correlated, ways: 
 
The bailout trigger criteria: was the bailout considered firm specific or sector specific? In the EU, 
state aid is severely curtailed by the provisions of the EU Competition Authorities. In the wake of the 
crisis, exceptions to these provisions aiming at preventing systemic risk were passed with respect to 
individual banks and large banks of a whole country as a group. For both cases, the EU must grant 
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authorization to the state aid and one is able to sort individual bailouts from group bailouts based on 
EU Competition authorities decisions for each transactions. 3 For the most troubled banks, individual 
cases have been reviewed,  and a substantial  capital infusion has been implemented,  with the 
government  having become the majority shareholder in some cases.  These individual bailout 
transactions had a  more intense scrutiny  than nationally approved packages for all major banks in a 
country, which were passed in most of the individual EU countries after the UK took the lead.  4 A 
similar distinction can be made within US Treasury  TARP program as well. Whereas there has been a 
wide program of capital infusion with ample participation, the US government has passed two specific 
measures for particularly troubled financial institutions, the TIP and the SSFIP; this program only 
covers AIG, Citigroup and Bank of America 5   
 
The second criteria we introduce concerns the terms of the bailouts. We  sort the data based on 
whether or not the bailout entails a loss of independence for the firm together with and board rotation. 
We consider such bailouts as “punitive” and the other bailouts as “pre-emptive”, this criteria was used 
in a related context to sort out negotiated transfer of control between friendly deals and hostile deals 
(Martin and Mc Connell (1991), Cybo-Ottone (1993). 6  
 
Alternate 5(4)  state ordering/ Recapitalization transactions and change in corporate governance.  

• S5_A (0) = Do nothing 
• S5_A (1) = Management Intervention 
• S5_A (2) = Board Intervention (management replacement) 
• S5_A(3) = Acquisition by other firm 
• S5_A(4) = External (Government) Intervention 
 

In the wake of the crisis, management can react to restore the situation. Typical management reaction 
could be asset disposals and other de-leveraging actions; cuts in dividends and, if this is not enough, a 
recapitalization. On the liability side, the pecking order theory predicts that the bank will fund thru 
debt markets first and equity market then. Ceteris paribus, those intermediaries that need to go on the 
market will signal “bad news” to the marketplace.  An equity capital increase can be implemented as a 
private placement or public placement.  
 
Usually, it is management who implements the recapitalization. In case of likely financial distress, this 
needs not be so. For example, the board of directors may judge that management was responsible for 
the fall in value of the company and decide to replace it. If the company is very distressed, a fractional 
increase in capital by existing shareholders could not be sufficient, and an acquirer of full control 

                                                            
3 A list of these individual banks procedures waived due to the crisis by the EU Antitrust Authorities is available   at: 
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.do?reference=MEMO/11/68&format=HTML&aged=0&language=EN&guiLan
guage=en   
4  Here the real job is to classify the incentive effect of government bailout and to separate the analysis by different time 
windows (6-months).  We  sort out government bailouts with strings attached (change in management; sale of the company; restrictions 
in dividend policy etc…).  For the US, the GSE and AIG qualify as qualified interventions.  
 For the other firms there is only an issue of the extra cost of government capital injection (as this is usually preferred stock 
there is a coupon rate we can look at) and government  guarantees (a much weaker criteria given that private markets were closed at the 
time). Again, we will sort out the deals by DtoD level. In principle, I could even run a simple event study.  
5  See GAO 09-975 of September 2009 and GAO 10-35T of December 18th, 2009. 
6  In order to do that, we collected data on CEO and Chairman rotation at sample firms, and checked if this was related to 
underperformance during the crisis or were pre-planned due to “physiological” reason such as CEO, Chairman age. 
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could be located.  If none of these actions is effective, only public intervention can prevent a 
bankruptcy. Typical public interventions can be deposit guarantees, publicly financed capital 
injections; subsidy of merger; purchase of distressed assets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
b) The Distribution of crisis responses across the three sub periods. 7 
After defining the partitioning in states of recapitalization transactions, let us discuss the position of 
each transaction into the three state and five state ordering. Chart  3.3 above shows  that  the 
distribution of capital increases over time is not uniform. We  have three peaks in the series, 
corresponding to the  beginning of the crisis (Event 0),  the  Bearn Stearns bailout (Event 1) and the 
Lehman bankruptcy (Event 2). Capital increases started to pick up in September 2007, just after the 
Northern Rock,  then we observe a second peak after the Bear Stearns bailout in March 2008, and we 
observe the absolute peak of the series at the end of 2008, after Lehman,  Further, the complexity  of 
capital increases is more acute across Event 2 than in the previous events,.  As a consequence,  we use 
just a two-state or three-state ordering in the first two periods of the crisis  and leave the five-state 
ordering for Event 2 only.   
 
                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chart  3.4 below (panels a to d) reports the distribution of events across firm subsectors in the three 
sub periods of interest. The most important message is that banks needed to recapitalize in many more 
cases than insurance companies (two third of the cases versus only one third frequency for the 
insurance sector).  In addition, the vast majority of capital injections in the insurance sector came from 
the private markets alone, whereas banks had to ask for government money in the vast majority of 

                                                            
7 Table A.1,3 in the Appendix reports individual recapitalization data.  
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cases, mostly in the form of a gradual recapitalization, first on the market and then from the 
government.  8 
 
Charts 3.3.a  and 3.3.b depict  the distribution of response events for European intermediaries, the right 
half for the US Intermediaries at subsector level. The first column is bancassurance, basically the 
aggregation of AIG and ING. In the top of the page, we report the three level classification for the first 
two crisis semesters, S2-07 reports the share of do-nothing, capital increases and bailouts from 
September 2007 to February 2008; the same actions are tracked  in the S1_2008 Table from march 
2008 to August 2008.  Notice that the number of recapitalizations increased from S2_2007 to 
S1_2008, and the frequency of recap is much lower for insurance than banking. The first period shows 
most of the shocks in US wholesale and mortgage banking only, with the major exception of Northern 
Rock, which is the only bailout of the period. At the beginning of the crisis, only the monoline sector 
was affected within insurance. During the second period, after the Bear Stearns bailout, the crisis 
transmits to universal and mortgage banks in Europe, too and  becomes more acute for those sectors 
which were affected in the first sub-period (US wholesale and mortgage banks), we also observe 
bancassurers seeking capital. Except from Bear Stearns and Northern Rock, we observe no bailouts.  
 
Chart  3.3.c and 3.3.d  below show the response levels at the height of the crisis from September 2008 
to February 2009 (Q2_2008).  We use the finer response classifications available, which includes five 
states. Generally speaking, most insurance companies cluster across states 1,2,3  in the five state 
model, whereas  banks clustered across states 3,4,5  

 
                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The left picture classifies response levels by expanding the three level classification with two 
intermediate states; State 0 is do-nothing;  State 1 is dividend cuts; State 2 is private market capital 
increase; state 3 are preventive bailout; State 4is individual bailout/bankruptcy.  The level of distress 
goes up in terms of the intensity of response. The only sector which needed no response to the crisis 
was EU P&C. The milder level of response comes from EU (UK) Life Insurance and US  Nonlife,  
where we observe half of the companies cutting dividends. The reinsurance sector, both in the US and 

                                                            
8  Table A.3 in the Appendix reports individual firm recapitalization data  (dividend cuts, capital increases, acquisition; public 

bailout bankruptcy/ receivership) which are coded into  mutually independent states/semiannual periods. For the definition of these 
variables according to the system described in Paragraph 3.2 below, together with CDS spread,  write-downs and capital increase data.  
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in the EU shows many firms  raising capital on the private market. EU Multiline and US Life show 
proportional  response across states 0 to 3, with a couple of US firms getting some Tarp money and 
Aegon being bailed out by the Dutch government (mostly due to the US business exposures, though).  
The two bancassurers show the highest level of distress.   
 
Within banking, only half  retail banks in the EU sample  were free form government intervention, 
which was almost generalized for all the remaining bank subsectors (Universal banks, Mortgage Banks 
and GSE, US Investment and Retail Banks). The real issue in banking is the distinction between 
individual and preventive bailouts.  The right panel classifies interventions in term of changes in 
governance rather than change in financing, and shows that, no matter the dramatic nature of the crisis, 
the proportion of disciplinary transactions, where management lost their job, is relatively low both 
within government bailouts and board activated replacements  (just three cases).  This is at variance 
with the very large losses suffered by shareholders for the same firms. 9 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                            
9  The S1_2008 classification of Countrywide, the large US mortgage broker and lender, is debatable. We classified it as seeking 
a capital increase at the beginning of the crisis, to be acquired by a stronger institution (Bank of America in 2008); some argue that this 
transaction was massively subsidized, and hence was a bailout as in the Bear Stearns case.  

Table 3.1                                                        
Transition matrix of distress events across the three time periods  

Transition matrix from S1 (Sep 07‐  Feb 08) to S2 (Mar 08‐ Aug 08) to  

S1 / S2   S2 = 0  S2 = 1  S2 = 2  No. Obs. 

S1 = 0  57,8%  23,3%  1,1%  74 

S1 = 1  5,6%  12,2%  0,0%  16 

Rel freq (S1; S2)  10,4  1,9  100,0  0 

No. Observations  57  32  1  90 

Transition matrix from S2 (Mar 08 ‐ Aug 08) to S3 (Sep 08 ‐  Feb 09) 

S2 / S3   S3 = 0  S3 = 1  S3 = 2  S3 = 3  S3 = 4  No. Obs. 

S2 = 0  23,9%  20,5%  6,8%  10,2%  4,5%  58 

S2 = 1  3,4%  0,0%  5,7%  8,0%  17,0%  30 

Rel freq (S1; S2)  7,0  100,0  1,2  1,3  0,3  0 

No. Observations  24  18  11  16  19  88 

Transition matrix from S1 (Sep 07‐ Feb 08) to S3 (Sep 08‐Feb 09) to  

S1 /S3   S3 = 0  S3 = 1  S3 = 2  S3 = 3  S3 = 4  No. Obs. 

S1 = 0  24,7%  18,0%  10,1%  12,4%  16,9%  73 

S1 = 1  2,2%  1,1%  2,2%  5,6%  6,7%  16 

Rel freq (S1; S2)  11,0  16,0  4,5  2,2  2,5  0 

No. Observations  24  17  11  16  21  89 
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In order to  better look at the time dimension, Table 3.2 below reports information on the transition 
frequencies from one  period (States with time = 1,2,3)  to the other. This is similar to a credit rating 
transition matrix; each cell shows the relative frequency of firms migrating from state S1(a) to state S2 
(a); where measures our event recapitalization partition, e,g, a is equal to 0= do nothing, 1= private 
capital increase, 2 = bailout, for the top half of the table, For example, the first cell on the top shows 
that 57,8% of the observations which were in state 0 (do nothing) in period S1, from October 2007 to 
February 2008, remained in state 0 in period S2, from March 2008 to August 2008, as well.  The other 
two panels have five rather than three absorbing states (a=0,1,2,3,4). Here we have  a finer partition 
when S3 is the absorbing state than when S2 is the absorbing state  (S1 or S2 =0 become S3=0 or 1; S1 
or S2 = 2 become S3=3 or 4); in practice, the vast majority of firms  did not cut dividends before the 
Lehman bailout, and there were no group bailout before Lehman.   
 
The most important indicator is the use of the relative frequency of event S(t)  as a predictor of Event 
S(t+1), especially for the panel in the half, which measures the transition between the Bear Stearns and 
the Lehman phase of the crisis.   
 
Table 3.1 show s indeed that most of the firms which did not need to raise capital between September 
2008 and February 2009 did not indeed need to raise capital before as well. On the other hand, most of 
the firms that were bailed out individually since September 2008 did already raise capital with private 
investors.  The most puzzling case is that of the group bailouts, where  60% of these firms did not need 
to raise any money before the bailout, which could imply that they were bailed out even if they did not 
need it or that the crisis affected them in a very unpredictable way (maybe because there was limited 
disclosure of toxic positions.  10  

 
c) Ordered responses and capital increases flows compared.  
Chart 3.5 provides for a robustness check of the internal consistency between the PCA qualitative 
ordering discussed in paragraph b) above with the quantitative ordering based on net capital increase 
flows from Flow of Fund data at S2 2008.  Chart 3.5  maps the five states ordered response scheme with 
capital increase flows according to the following definitions: 
 D Hybrid/TCE are Capital Increases in Hybrids; 
 D Com stock/TCE are Common Stock issues;   
D  Net Cap are  net capital increase, inclusive of Dividends and Buybacks but not inclusive of most hybrids; All 
variables are scaled by Tangible Common Equity (TCE). 

 
According to Chart 3.5  the  relative ordering of the  metrics of capital increases are roughly consistent 
across our ordered levels of distress levels, as we can observe a monotone increase in the net amount 
of capital raised as we move from S0 (Do Nothing) to S5 (Individual Bailout) within the Five State 
Distress ordering.  The D Net cap variable shows a monotone ordering across all qualitative response 
state, with the major exception to the monotone ordering concerns the Systemic Bailout state, showing 
a lower level of distress than the previous state in the ranking (Private Market capital Increase). The 
other two variables, D Hybrid issues and D Common Stock issues are defined only over States 3 to 5 
by construction and show again different behavior related to the relative role of Hybrid Issues, that 

 
                                                            
10  This is just the first puzzle in the behaviour of group bailout we found in our work. See section c) below and paragraph 7.3  
below.  
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Chart 3.5 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
make up the bulk of capital issues for bailed out intermediaries, due to the preference of government 
intervention for nonvoting capital. Summing up, all measures of capital increases show that systematic 
bailouts are somehow anomalous in showing less net increase in voting capital as compared to the 
neighbor states. We discuss some possible explanations for this anomaly in Section 4.3  below. 

 
 
4.  The drivers of recapitalizations 

4.1 Hypothesis testing 
In this paragraph, we use firm level data to model the type and ranking of recapitalization strategies 
adopted by individual firms and described in Paragraph 3 above, to a number of variables measuring 
risk, which are more fully described below. We rank risk measures as function of recap intensity by 
perform test for difference in the means of individual risk indicators, as well as  a multivariate Logit 
model.11 
 
Explaining the reaction to the crisis is challenging. We use the Prompt Collective Action (PCA) rule 
based response as a benchmark model. The PCA model is a good benchmark as this predefines the 
trigger to intervention and the response when the trigger is hit. PCA rules limit management discretion 
and advised/mandatory action as measures of the capital adequacy ratio deteriorate.   Our model is also 
in line with the model underlying the reform of large financial intermediaries supervision as proposed 
by Hart and Zingales, (2010). The main difference is that we consider this model as a benchmark for 

                                                            
11   See Lau (1987), for an example of an ordered  Logit analysis that forecasts gradual responses to distress rather than a pure 
binary choice. The five increasing response levels considered by Lau are: no distress; dividend cut; technical insolvency; Chapter 11 
request; Chapter 7 (bankruptcy).  We share the first two states with Lau model, but inserted a private investor recapitalization state and 
grouped Chapter 11 and Chapter 7 transactions, as adapted to banks (which are very few) and bailouts together in order to save on 
degrees of freedom.  
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our descriptive analysis and complement CDS with Merton model as a likely trigger of 
management/regulatory response. 12   
 

For financial intermediaries a very important issue is to define the effective “default barrier”. Most of 
the cases, and especially for large firms such as those in the sample, the default point might be “a 
bridge too far” as defined by Chan-Lau (2005) since “early intervention rules” when excess capital 
falls under a given threshold apply. Another sector specific issue is that the relevant distress event is a 
public bailout rather than a credit event, and there is no objectively determined criteria, in many case, 
to trigger a bailout, which could be either a preventive, early intervention move, or just a last minute 
event to avert bankruptcy (we define these events as Distress rather than Default. The approach that 
we take here is pragmatic. We still compute an expected probability of default, but will look, on an ex 
post basis, at which levels of distance to default are small enough to trigger a recapitalization. In 
practice, the recapitalization threshold can be loose especially if there are no pre-specified rule based 
approaches; this differs across jurisdictions and sectors. This interpretation of  the Merton model is a 
way to estimate equity capital as a function of desired credit rating and is more in line with  Rating 
Agencies internal solvency models (see S&P (2008); The Economist (2008). As the time series of 
capital increases and bailout is clustered in particular periods, marked by the Northern Rock 
(September 2007), Bear Stearns (March 2008), and Lehman/AIG distress (September 2008), we 
organized the sequel of our analysis across three different sub periods (see Section 3 above for a 
discussion).  

 
4.2 Explanatory variable definitions  
Our basic hypothesis is that the strength of recapitalization is proportional to the intensity of risk. We 
measure risk along a number of dimensions, such as distress risk and funding risk and we measure 
each type of risk with different proxies taken from market prices, accounting numbers and financial 
models. A more detailed description of our explanatory variables is contained in Table A.1.4 in the 
Appendix. 
 
a. Measures of distress risk 
 
We consider four main measures of distress risk based on market prices:  

• Credit Default Spreads. We use Five Year CDS spreads on senior or subordinated bond 
• The Probability of Default (MPD) derived from the Merton model (1974), which we 

implemented using market price and accounting data. 
• The ratio between stock market price and book value 

                                                            
12   Prompt corrective action triggers which are currently in use in US banking are Regulatory capital and the Leverage ratio.  We 
refrain from measuring capital strength with regulatory capital as the definition of  this object is extremely context dependent due to 
different regulations across sectors (Commercial Banking; Investment banking; Insurance) and geographic areas US, UK, EU, and 
individual European States).  Some jurisdictions define capital based on risk weighted assets (e.g Basel II applicable to EU banking or 
SEC rules on US I-Banks); some use leverage measures (Solvency I for Insurance ask the insurance company to set aside additional 
capital based on new premiums issued, with different coefficient according to business lines). Other, such as US commercial banking 
rules, ask for both type of criteria to be satisfied.  (US insurance?). The most readily available system that allows comparisons of capital 
adequacy is Financial Strength Rating computed by major rating companies; we will discuss these indicators in paragraph 7 below. 
Another variable that is used in similar exercise is the loss of investment grade rating as in Gropp, Vasala and Vulpes (2004).  Casual 
evidence and academic evidence shows that these variables where poor indicators of bankruptcy risk for financial intermediaries during 
the credit crisis of 2007-08. (this issue is further discussed in Section 8 below). 
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• A number of measures based on Toxic asset exposures (exposures to subprimes, CDOs and 
other high yield securitized assets, all scaled by tangible equity). 

  
MPD and CDS are general measures of risk of distress, which rely on market expectations of 
exposures to risk on the asset side. As an additional measure of risk we literally dig into the accounting 
data, and compiled a data set of toxic asset exposures during the subprime crisis.13 The model is 
however flexible enough to accommodate an important difference between financial corporations and 
non-financials. Whereas in the case of non financials one is interested in forecasting the default point, 
where the corporation declare bankruptcy, in the case of financials the default point can be replaced by 
an “early intervention point” by the regulator, as in Chan Lau and Sy (2006) or by an outright public 
recapitalization (bailout). As a consequence,  we denote this risk as “Distress risk” a broader notion 
than “Default risk” which incorporates bailouts as well as default, and which can be hopefully averted 
by early intervention (or “Prompt Corrective Action”).   We expect that the highest is the default  risk, 
the more intense is the recapitalization.  
 
b. Measures of funding and liquidity risk  
 
Funding risk was at the core of the subprime crisis. For commercial banks, funding risk can be 
considered as a further shock to solvency (see e.g. Diamond and Dybvig, 1983). The recent growth  of 
a shadow banking system (Pozsav et  al., 2010), as well as stylized facts on the role of sudden fund 
withdrawals by wholesale markets in the Northern Rock and Bear Stearns events, call for the 
measurement of funding risk across all firms.  
 
Funding risk measurement is however elusive and less understood than distress risk. We employ a 
number of proxies of funding risk that are in principle available for all firms in our sample:  

• Qualitative liquidity proxy this is a dummy variable with values to 1 to 5 increasing with the 
average maturity of financial intermediary liabilities (the value is smaller for investment 
banks and highest for insurance companies). 

• CDS term spread proxy. The slope of the 5 year versus 1 year CDS spread is another proxy 
of funding risk 

• Changes in net assets - liabilities from flow of funds accounts. 
We expect that the highest is the funding risk, the more intense is the recapitalization. Appendix A.1.3  
at the end of the paper contains further details on variable definition and construction for all these 
variables.  

 

4.3 Tests for difference in means. 
 

                                                            
13   We experimented a number of measures of distress risk based on  stock market prices and valuation. One of the most 
interesting is the Price / Book Value ratio. During the crisis, this ratio showed a marked decrease and more so for the most distressed 
subsectors in the sample, which traded al levels so low as 0.65. In a way, P/BV is a measure of growth options and intangible assets that 
become much less valuable as compared to cash flow and tangible equity during the subprime crisis. We did not however  use this ratio 
in the sequel of the analysis as the level of the ratio is also related to the subsector, with notably P&C insurers trading at very low levels 
as compared e.g. to universal and investment banks; these sector specific effects would confuse the distress risk signal and make 
inferences more difficult.  
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We expect that management reactions are consistent  with the PCA framework   The hypothesis that 
we test is quite simple, the more intense are risks of distress and funding risks, the more intense 
(according to the ordered scale of reaction we defined in Paragraph 3 above) is the recapitalization 
reaction. Strictly speaking, the PCA model only concern regulatory driven reaction to a situation of 
potential distress. On the other hand, we postulate that milder situation of distress can be handled by 
management/private sector investors. If this is the case, there should be a monotone ordering of values 
for the independent variables (market based measures of distress and toxic asset exposures) across the 
three, four and five state model. 

 
We process the event space in calendar time. The calendar time regressions compress events 

according to three semiannual periods (period 0, between September 2007 and March 2008; period 1  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

between April 2008 and August 2009; period 2 between September 2008 and April 2009).  Define all 
variables as Event (s;t); where s is the number of states (can be 2,3,4 or 5) and t is the time period 
(event period; or time period 0,1,2 as defined above) In order to account for overlapping events and 

Table 4.1.a                                                         
Test for the  Equality of the Means of Risk Variables by Time Window 

Test of equality of Means for Event  0 (September 2007) 
State   

Toxic 2  LIQ 
MPD_ 
JUL07 

     
  

S1_2 = 0 Mean  1,399 3,556 0,034         

Std. Dev.  3,018 1,129  0,117         
No. Obs S1 59 79 70         

S1_2 = 1 Mean  3,318 2,375 0,030         

Std. Dev.  2,556 1,204 0,028         
No. Obs S1 15 16 15         

t-test for 
Equality of 
Means  

Prob. 
0,0267* 0,0003* 0,9023 

        
Observations No. Obs 74  95  85          

Test of equality of Means for  Event 1 (March 2008) 

    Two state specification Three state specification 
    

Toxic 2  LIQ 
MPD_ 
MAR08 

CDSSR5Y 
MAR_08 

Toxic 1B  MPD_ JUN07 

S1_2 = 0 Mean  0,508  3,821 0,160  1,622  0,13  0,04 

Std. Dev.  0,500  0,990 0,114  1,919  0,1  0,031 
No. Obs S1 38  56 49  47  31  52 

S1_2 = 1 Mean  3,020  2,742 0,400  2,264  2,072  0,05 

Std. Dev.  4,170  1,240 0,278  2,372  4,22  0,039 
No. Obs S1 28  31 28  24  29  32 

S1_2 = 2 Mean             3,33  0,29 

Std. Dev.             4,37  0,08 
No. Obs S1            2  2 

t-test for 
Equality of 
Means  

Prob. 
0,0004* 0,0000* 0,0000* 0,0401* 0,029* 0,0000* 

Observations   
66  87  77  79  62  86 
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different macro risk across time, repeat the analysis by grouping results according to event  falling in 
three different windows (Sept 07 to Feb 08; March 08 to August 08; Sept 08 to February 09).  For each 
state, we compute the difference in the value of the independent variable of choice across all states of 
nature, as well as the Standard deviation of the estimate and the number of observations. The bottom 
line reports the results for the test of the equality of the means (“Probability” shows the probability of 
making mistake when one does not accept the (null) hypothesis that the means in the groups are equal). 
 
Event 0 (September 2007)   Table 4.1.A reports tests for difference in the means for Event 0 
(September 2007) and Event 1 (March 2008) The top half of the Table reports results for September 
2007, the first phase (Northern Rock) of the crisis. The first column reports results for Toxic Asset 
Exposures scaled by Tangible Equity, and shows that the level of toxic asset exposures is significantly 
higher among financial intermediaries which experienced a capital increase/bailout (3.3 versus 1.4). 
By looking at the other columns left to right, where the value of our liquidity proxy is averaged, we see 
that recapitalized intermediaries had more liquid liabilities (2.3 indexes versus 3.5).  
 
Event 1 (April 2008)   The middle part of the Table reports results for March 2008, the Bear Stearns 
phase of the crisis. The first column reports results for Toxic Asset Exposures scaled by Tangible 
Equity, and shows that the level of toxic asset exposures is significantly higher, and more so than in 
the previous time window, among financial intermediaries which experienced a capital increase/bailout 
(3.0 versus 0.5). Similarly, by looking at the other columns left to right, where the  
value of our liquidity proxy is averaged, we see that recapitalized intermediaries had more liquid 
liabilities (2.7 indexes versus 3.8). In this time window, the MPD at the beginning of the period 
(March 2008) is however strongly statistically significant for the two groups (40% versus 16%), and 
the 1 month equity return is also significant (at 4%) levels, whereas the CDS spread is not informative.  
During the second phase of the crisis, MPD start to discriminate between recapitalized and non-
recapitalized firms, whereas accounting measures of risk remain important. of the crisis, ex ante MPD 
or excess equity return levels are not statistically significant for the two groups. This signals that 
accounting data were more informative than market data in the first phase of the crisis, when option, 
CDS and stock markets were still priced as in the “great moderation” period, which experienced a 
capital increase/bailout (3.0 versus 0.5).  The results for the three state specifications, where Bear 
Stearns and Countrywide were singled out as a bailout category, are even more striking. The MPD 
indicator was able to discriminate between the three groups as far as June 2007. The toxic asset 
exposure variable has less discriminative power, but is still significant in the Toxic 1B version (CDOs 
+ Subprime Loans, which are important for Countrywide). 
 
Event 2 (September 2008)   Table 4.1.B  above  reports tests of difference in the means for September 
2008, the Lehman “climax” phase of the crisis. We report data for the “five state model” where State 0 
is “Do nothing”; State 1 is “Dividend Cut”, State 2 is “Private market recap”; State 3 is “group 
bailout” and State 4 is individual bailout. .  The first four columns reports results for different 
aggregations of Toxic Asset Exposures scaled by Tangible Equity. In all cases, the monotonicity of the 
increase of exposures according to the intensity of distress is broken by the case of Group bailouts, 
which show lover level of exposure than “Private market recaps”, even if the exposures are much 
higher than for “Dividend cut” state. In the case of Toxic asset exposures measuring by adding CDOs 
to SIV (as in Toxic 1C) the ranking is even more abnormal as both State 4 and State 2 observations 
show similar average exposures (in fact State 2 are even a little higher). 
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The ranking for cumulative write-downs (All Write-downs)  is similar to the ranking of the Toxic 
Asset Exposures, with Group Bailouts showing higher levels than Capital Increases.  The only ranking 
that show a monotone increase across states is related to MPD levels; we report results for MPD in 
February 2008, which is the first month where we observe this discrimination, which  
remains in place in the following months as well (especially in the more volatile months); the next to 
last column shows the data for Subordinated CDS spread which a monotone ranking, even if the 
sample is quite small, as many firms do not have traded Subordinated Bonds.  In this phase of the 
crisis, MPD levels are better discriminates than Toxic exposures, with Liquidity proxy moving from4.7 
to 2.6 across the five states. Other market risk measures such as CDS spreads or stock market returns 
are not significant; we report results for Price to Book Values because they are interesting across the 
three distressed states, where the ranking is as expected, buy State 0 shows a very low value, which is 
due to a sector effect, as many P&C insurers usually trade at lower P/BV levels across any market 
condition . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Overall, the major anomaly is the Collective bailout state, which has the correct ranking with market 
based measures of risk, but ranks less risk  than private market capital increases. There are two 
possible hypotheses: either toxic asset disclosure was poor and incomplete, or these intermediaries, 
mostly banks, were not indeed as risky as the markets implied.  

Table 4.1.b                                                           
Test of equality of Means for Event 2 (September 2008) 

    

T2_TCE03_12  LIQ03_12 MPD_07_08 EQ_RET_1M_07_08 
CDS_SR_5Y 
_07_08 

S1_2 = 0 Mean  0,383  4,171  0,159  0,015  2,086 
Std. 
Dev.  0,387  0,857  0,137  0,092  4,854 
No. 
Obs S1 23  35  30  32  34 

S1_2 = 1 Mean  1,051  3,000  0,233  0,002  1,184 
Std. 
Dev.  0,919  1,247  0,167  0,094  0,730 
No. 
Obs S1 8  10  9  9  7 

S1_2 = 1 Mean  2,438  2,717  0,414  ‐0,060  1,805 
Std. 
Dev.  3,738  0,998  0,243  0,240  1,653 
No. 
Obs S1 34  39  37  36  33 

t-test for 
Equality of 
Means  

Prob. 
0,0241*  0,0000* 0,0000* 0,2110  0,8100 

Observations   65  84  84  77  74 
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Chart 4.1 reports the ex ante value of MPD for clusters of financial intermediaries falling in the same 
state of distress at Q2-2008.  It is a more visual counterpart of the tests reported in Table 4.1 above.  If 
MPD have discriminating power, we expect their relative ranking to be the same as the level of distress 
ranking (in increasing order from “Do nothing”, to “Dividend cut”, to “Capital Increase by Private 
Investors” to “Systemic bailout” to “Individual Bailout”.  In order to assess this, we report the pre-
event level of MPD across all response classes at event time; if the MPD responses are ordered 
according to our a priori levels, there is some forecasting power; this is larger the longer is the lead 
time for differential responses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
The top half of the Chart consider the ex ante responses of MPD in the three state event classification 
(State 0 = do nothing; state 1 = Capital Increase; state 2 = Bailout) for the September 2007 events, i.e. 
the Northern Rock bailout (Chart 4.1.a) and for the March 2008 events, the Bear Stearns bailout (Chart 
4.1.b). We see that the forecasting power for the first sub period is extremely low, with the Northern 
Rock bailout (State 2 in the diagram) taking the market by surprise, even if these is some 
discriminatory power of capital increase events (State 1) versus no events (State 0).  Chart 4.1.b, the 
Bear Stearns bailout of March 2008, is better behaved; ant the MPD was able to discriminate the three 
state responses after March 2008 since October 2007.  
 

                     

The bottom half of the Chart reports our results for the five state response at the height of the crisis in 
October 2008 (Chart  4.1.c)  The MPD measure do show some discriminating power for responses at 
the end of 2008 since March 2008, except for the Systematic Bailout sample, which shows a more 
erratic sorting.  This confirms the results from the Order Logit Model, where the limit points for this 

Chart 4.1.c  Chart 4.1.d
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state were imprecisely measured. Another interesting feature of the data is that MPD has better 
discriminatory power in the wake of the Lehman bankruptcy than after the bankruptcy, this confirming 
that the best time to discriminate was July 2008 rather than September of 2008.  Chart 4.1.d, at the 
bottom right of the page,   provides for further analysis of systemic versus individual bailouts and 
shows that our efforts in classifying bailouts in two groups is extremely relevant as the two groups 
whose extremely divergent MPD behavior, not only at the median of the distribution, but for the whole 
of the distributions (as witnessed by the dotted lines reporting 25% and 75% quartiles.  

 

                        
Further information on lead times is contained in Chart 4.2  above, which reports the amount of capital 
issues over time and compare them with MPD and CDS spreads for banking. We can see that both 
CDS and MPD do lead of a couple of months the capital issues up to the height of the crisis at the end 
of 2008, but the relationships breaks down afterwards, with MPD and CDD asking for more capital 
issues that did not materialize (at least in the sample period).  

 
  

4.3  Logit regression results  

In order to test whether probability of default and exposures help to explain management/government 
reactions, we perform a number of Logit regressions to discern how independent variable interacts and 
to compute intervention thresholds. We experiment with different way to partition events to be 
explained by the Logit model. The event partitions are the same of the difference in the means sample 
described above. The Logit model enables us to test the following. 
 
Do market based bankruptcy measures lead recap events and which is the best leading indicator?  We 
expect the Merton model to be better than CDS spreads as this incorporates information from the stock 
market rather than debt market. This filters out the implicit “bailout put” in banks CDS spreads. In 
addition, the Merton model should behave better than excess stock market returns as the Merton 
measure use changes in stock market cap and also stock market volatility. (A countervailing argument 
is that CDS spreads better reflect funding risk than Merton Prob. Of default (see the discussion of the 
liquidity proxy below).Do exposures and funding risk data improve on the performance of market 
based measures of risk? Our measures of toxic asset exposures were based on public disclosure but 
these data were manually collected from a number of different sources. It is possible that market 
players (such as CDS and equity option traders were not aware of these numbers when quoting prices 
during the crisis; this may imply that Toxic asset exposures contain additional information on recap 

Chart 4.2 
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events w.r.t. market based measures of risk.  The “toxic” word is important as well. We compute gross 
exposures at Q3 2007, i.e. at the beginning of the crisis; the possibility of dispose or hedge these assets 
was relatively limited as the crisis unfold, so we expect that the level of initial exposure still mattered 
in the following moths, as the crisis unfold and toxic asset prices collapsed.  
 
Does the model perform as well across the different three sub-periods? At the beginning of the crisis, 
the number of trouble firms was small and private markets were available for recaps, so there are a 
lower number of recap states (we have a two state or three state models). How does this change the 
results? (probably we have different thresholds; further, we would have less of a lead time, especially 
for the first period 
 
How do results change across banks and insurance companies? We perform two types of analysis. We 
run a pooled sample with all banks and insurance companies together. We use the liquidity proxy as a 
way to capture the main difference between the two sectors. We also perform separate regressions for 
the two sub-samples, but there the results will be affected by the different event distributions across the 
two sectors. We run the following Logit regressions: 

 
 Event (s;t) = function of (MPD; CDS; CDS_SUB; LIQ; Toxic 1) 
                                               +       +            +             -        +          

 
Event (s;t) is the two state model for all samples (8including the event time sample); the three state 
sample applies to the three sub periods (0,1,2); the four event and five event sample applies to period 2 
only. The basic regression only has MPD and LIQ.  We gradually add all other variables for each state 
configuration; but beware that CDSS and ER substantially restrict the sample.  TOX1 and TOX2 have 
two different versions. We expect something like:  Event (s;t) = function of (MPD; CDS;  LIQ; TOX1 
or TOX2) to be the best equation. 

 
Event 0 (September 2007) The left half of Table 4.2 A reports results for the Logit regressions for 
Event 0 (September 2008). The first column reports regressions for the two state model (s1_02), and 
the next one reports results for the three state model (S1_03), where the only “bailout” observation is 
actually Northern Rock, which is pooled with the Capital Increase observations in the two state 
regressions.  The next column reports the Logit regression of S1_2 on some selected repressors.  
According to the LR statistics the model is significantly more able to explain the dependent variable 
with respect to the constant probability model. This model’s prediction is correct around 80% of the 
time. All estimates have the expected sign. The probability a là Merton is significant only for 
insurances.  The model turns out to be significant (see LR statistics). All estimates exhibit correct 
signs.  The Liquidity proxy (LIQ03_13) is significant across all specifications:  the higher is the 
liquidity of liabilities, and the higher is the probability of distress. The probability of default a là 
Merton (MPD_07_07) is also significant across both specifications, with the first signal coming from 
observations of July 2007, i.e. with (just) two months lead from the event. Further, Toxic asset 
exposures are also significant in the two-state specification, and marginally so (at 9%) in the three state 
specification as well: in other words, higher exposures to toxic assets, scaled by tangible equities 
(Toxic_1), the higher is the probability of distress.  The relevant exposure variables are a little different  
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in the two cases, with CDO and Subprime exposures (Toxic 1A) more significant for the two state 
regression, and CDO and SIV exposures more significant in the three state specification (NR had a 
very large SIV vehicle, called Granite, even if this was not well disclosed at the time; this explains 
why MPD as well do not show high lead times at the beginning of the crisis). 
 

Table 4.2.A 
 Logit Regression Results  

for Event 0 (Sep 2007)  and  Event 1 (March 2008) 

  
  

Logit Regressions for 
State 1 (Sep 2007) 

Logit Regressions for State 2              
(March 2008) 

 
Dependent Variable:  

 
S1_2 

 
S1_3 

 
S2_2 

 
S2_3 

Method: 

 ML - Binary 
Logit  

 ML - 
Ordered  

Logit  

 ML - Binary Logit  
 

 ML - Ordered  Logit  
  

 
Independent Variable                  

Coefficient C ‐0,36     1,98  1,76       

Prob.   [0.720]     [0.470]  [0.330]       

Coefficient LIQ ‐0,64  ‐0,61  ‐1,24  ‐1,19  ‐1,71  ‐1,69 

Prob.   [0,033]  [0,030]  [0.007]  [0.006]  [0.0002]  [0.0001] 

Coefficient MPD_JUL_07 10,15  8,5             

Prob.   [0,080]  [0,040]             

Coefficient MPD_SEP_07                5,45 

Prob.                  [0.058] 

Coefficient MPD_DEC_07          3,5  3,96    

Prob.            [0,029]  [0,029]    

Coefficient MPD_FEB_08       4,32          

Prob.         [0,014]          

Coefficient TOXIC_1A 0,27     3,13     0,47  0,62 

Prob.   [0,032]     [0,009]     [0,0010]  [0.0002] 

Coefficient TOXIC_1C    0,34     3,29       

Prob.      [0,088]     [0,008]       

           Limit Points                  

Coefficient  
LIMIT_1:C(5)     0,42        ‐4,83  ‐4,96 

Prob.      [0,63]        [0,0012]  [0,0006] 

Coefficient  
LIMIT_2:C(6)    3,72        1,008  0,8 

Prob.      [0,024]        [0,39]  [0,45] 
Regression Statistics                  

Pseudo R-squared 0,24  0,19  0,65  0,59  0,45  0,43 

LR Statistic 16,54  14,95  53,16  51,34  45,8  44,1 

Probability(LR stat) 0,000875  0,0018  0,0000  0,0000  0,0000  0,00000 

Log Likelihood ‐26  ‐30,4  ‐16,6  ‐17,3  ‐27,4  ‐28,2 

 Total obs 67 67 62 62 62 62 
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Event 1 (April 2008) The right half of Table 4.1.A reports results for Event 1 (April 2008), the Bear 
Stearns and Countrywide bailouts.  All regressions are significant, as shown by the LR statistics, and 
all the individual variables show the expected signs and are significant as well.  
Consider the binary Logit model first (S2_2) The Liquidity proxy (LIQ) is always significant. The 
probability of default a là Merton (MPD) is also always significant, with lead times going back to 
December 2007 in the MPD_DEC_07  specification (we are three month ahead the event).  Higher 
exposures to toxic assets scaled by tangible equities (Toxic_1), have the correct sign and are 
statistically significant, CDO and Siv exposures are the relevant proxy in the best specification (Toxic 
1C).  
 
The three state Logit  regressions are all significant  (S3_2)  and are  marginally better than the two 
state specification, as there has been only the Bear Stearns  and Countrywide bailouts during this 
period (which were pooled with capital increases in the two state model). The best specification has 
the same variables of the two state model. The Liquidity proxy is always significant.  The MPD 
variable shows a better lead time than in the two state specification, as we are able to go as far as 
September 2007 (MPD-SEP_07) with a 6% significance, even if the December 2007 specification is 
best.  The Toxic asset exposure variable is significant in both specifications, with Toxic 1A (exposures 
to CDOs and Subprime) showing the best performance.  
 
Event 2 (September 2008) 
Table 4.2.B report results for Logit  regressions for Event 2 (September 2008). We focus on the 
ordered Logit regressions only, as the two state and three state specifications are too coarse to capture 
the dramatic events of the end of September 2008.    The left half of the Table report results for the 
S3_5S specification, where the partition is based on levels of capital strength, and the right half of the 
Table reports results for the alternative distress state classification S3_A4, where partitions are 
according to corporate governance intervention levels (Management, Board, Government),   
Some general remarks first:  all the regression are significant, as shown by the LR statistics.  
 
Generally speaking, the Liquidity proxy and the Probability of default à la Merton are always 
significant, and the latter has some forecasting power as back as February 2008 (see also the 
discussion in the previous paragraph). On the other hand, the Toxic Asset exposures are no more 
significant at the height of the crisis, and the limit points show some difficulty in correctly 
discriminating the two bailout states. Measures derived from CDS spreads generally behave worse 
than MPD, but enter some regressions as CDS term spreads or CDS subordinated spreads.  A more 
detailed discussion of the regressions follows below. 
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Table 4.2.B 
Logit Regression Results for Event 2  (September 2008) 

 
Dependent Variable:  

 
S3_3 

 
S3_A4 

  Method:  ML - Ordered  Logit   ML - Ordered  Logit  

 
Independent Variable                           

Coeff  
C                           

Prob.                             

Coeff  
LIQ ‐0,69  ‐0,68  ‐0,97  ‐1,04     ‐1,04  ‐1,12  ‐1,05  ‐1,18 

Prob.   [0,008]  [0,000]  [0,000]  [0,000]     [0,009]  [0,000]  [0,000]  [0,004] 

Coeff  
BRW_S108             0,18             

Prob.               [0,022]             

Coeff  
MPD_FEB_08       2,84           5,76       

Prob.         [0,0044]           [0,009]       

Coeff  
MPD_JUL_08 

  

2,86  3,92        5.44        6,1    

Prob.   

[0,19]  [0,002]        [0,001]        [0,000]    

Coeff  
CDS_SR5y  
_FEB_08 

         0,0021                

Prob.            [0,11]                

Coeff  
CDS_SUB5y  

_FEB_08 
               0,02        0,028 

Prob.                  [0,0046]        [0,002] 

Coeff  
CDS_5y-1y  
_SEP_08 

                     0,003    

Prob.                        [0,011]    

Coeff  
TOXIC_2  0,35                         

Prob.   [0,22]                         
           Limit Points 

                          

Coeff  
LIMIT_1:C(3) ‐2,18  ‐4,73  ‐4,6  ‐5,33  ‐0,34  ‐0,51  ‐5,19  ‐4,31  ‐1,39 

Prob.   [0,07]  [0,000]  [0,000]  [0,000]  [0,40]  [0,83]  [0,000]  [0,000]  [0,37] 

Coeff  
LIMIT_2:C(4) ‐1,26  ‐2,93  ‐2,91  ‐3,73  0,99  1,12  ‐2,61  ‐1,64  1,73 

Prob.   [0,32]  [0,001]  [0,003]  [0,000]  [0,006]  [0,62]  [0,002]  [0,027]  [0,26] 

Coeff  
LIMIT_3:C(5)    ‐1,92  ‐1,96  ‐2,9  1,82  2,49  ‐2,34  ‐1,26  2,11 

Prob.      [0,011]  [0,020]  [0,000]  [0,000]  [0,28]  [0,006]  [0,070]  [0,19] 

Coeff  
LIMIT_4:C(6)    ‐0,31  ‐0,45  ‐1,71  3,28  4,12  ‐0,4  0,68  3,69 

Prob.      [0,69]  [0,60]  [0,008]  [0,000]  [0,096]  [0,065]  [0,29]  [0,01] 
 
Regression Statistics                           
 
Pseudo R-squared 0,24  0,22  0,2  0,15  0,13  0,25  0,26  0,28  0,27 
 
LR statistic  ‐0,43  58,6  56,2  34,5  32,4  28,5  66,4  51,8  28,2 
 
Probability(LR stat) 4E‐06  0,000000  0,000000 0,000000 0,000000 0,000001 0,000001  0,000000  0,000001
 
 Log Likelihood ‐27,7  ‐58,6  ‐107  ‐97  ‐99  ‐41  ‐91  ‐66  ‐36 
  
Total obs 60  83  85  72  73  35  85  62  35 
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The first column shows a three state specification (S0=Do nothing; S1=private market capital increase; 
S2=government bailout), which we report for pure comparative purposes; notice that MPD is not 
significant in this regression 
 
The remaining column on the left half of the table reports results for the S3_5s specification. The basic 
specification for all Logit equations includes the Liquidity Proxy (LIQ) and a MPD observation. Some 
additional variables were tried in specific regressions.  The most important result is that, across all 
models, the Probability of default (MPD)  is highly significant; the best specification is the third 
column where the  ranking based on MPD back in February 2008 (MPD_FEB_08); all other 
specifications (column 2 and 5) concerns observation of this variable at July 2008 (MPD-JUL_08), 
which are significant at  less than 1% level. The specification in the fourth column uses CDS spreads 
rather than MPD as a measure of risk of distress; this variable is significant (the level is more than 
10%) but has the correct sign and is able to correctly discriminate the most distressed states 8see the 
Limit statistics). The next two column shows two particular robustness  tests:  The regression in the 
fifth column experiments with a different proxy for liquidity, total borrowing/TCE in the first semester 
of 2008; this enters with a positive sign.  The  regression in the sixth column experiments the 
explanatory power of subordinated CDS spreads, which is good as compared to senior CDS,  but 
applies to a much smaller sample of 35 observations, half of our normal sample size. , due to the low 
liquidity of the instrument and the practice of all US insurers of not issuing subordinated bonds at all.  
One possible explanation of our results, apart from the different sample size, is that subordinated 
spreads are less affected by the “too big to fail puts” than senior CDS spreads (see the discussion in 
paragraph 8 below). For the Five state regressions only, stock market returns in September 2008 do 
predict the ranking in a marginally significant way. 
 
Finally, consider the S3_A4 model, where the response is based on the level of corporate governance 
involved rather than in our measure of the strength of recap. The model is highly significant, the 
variables have the expected sign and the specifications are similar to the S3_5S model. The probability 
of default à la Merton is significant since February 2008 in this specification as well (see column 7). 
The regression in Column 8 reports the CDS term spread in September 2008 (an additional proxy of 
funding risk) as a significant variable ; notice that this is not a leading indicator but a contemporaneous 
indicator, as funding shock have been sudden in the wake of the Lehman bankruptcy.  The last 
specification considers Subordinated CDS spreads as an indicator of risk of distress (a twin 
specification of column 6 regression for the S3_5S model, and the results are similarly significant; 
again, the main caveat is the small sample size. Summing up, the two versions of the five state distress 
model have a similar performance; this is probably due to the high coincidence of state 3 and state 4 
classifications at the individual firm level: in other words, most of the firms which experienced a group 
bailout did not experience a change in management (in fact in most cases the government provided 
hybrid nonvoting financing) whereas most of firms which needed an individual bailout were also 
punished by a change in management. The real difference between the two models is in the partition of 
“capital increase” firms, which populate state 2 in the S3_5s(capital strength)  model, but usually enter 
state 1 in the S3_A4 governance model. If we look at the performance of the limit points, the capital 
strength partition model fares a little better than the “governance” partition.  
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5.  A robustness test: decomposing capital increase sources.  

The conventional wisdom on the crisis is that the strength of recapitalization is related one to one to 
the extent of write-offs and many papers use data compiled by Bloomberg WPDCI page  reporting on 
a real time basis  write offs and capital increases at firm level, see e.g. Masera (2009).  Another way to 
compare the sectors is to look at aggregated exposures to toxic assets (e.g. as in  IMF, Global Stability 
Reports).  
 
In this section, we improve on the “naïf” model of recapitalizations where write offs cause capital 
increases. In our opinion, the “naïf” model, which is implicit in many charts relating write-offs and 
recapitalizations  that have been published after the crisis,  leaves many questions open. It does not 
allow for the role of excess capital to absorb losses without  recourse to new capital issues; further, by 
focusing on write-offs, which are often a non cash event, it does not  look at the net changes in cash 
flows, which are a more likely trigger of credit events. Further, by ignoring any dimension of funding 
risk, it does not account for autonomous or amplification  role that funding shocks had on distressed 
institutions.  This is also a robustness test of the Logit specification of Paragraph 4 above, since here  
we test again for the existence of a monotone relationship between the intensity of recapitalization, 
which is measured as a number of continuous variables, and the intensity of risk, which is measured 
with variables measuring shocks on the asset side but also (independent) shocks to funding risk (out 
net borrowing variable, which is clearly more precise than the LIQ five state proxy variable of the 
Logit regression). The price we pay for this is that we are able to work out a “same time” regression 
rather than a forecasting regression, and that we lose the “qualitative decision making” flavor of the 
Prompt Corrective Action framework as implemented in a Logit framework.   
 
Having collected a number of measures of the two main sources of risk during the subprime crisis, 
exposure risk and funding risk, we gauge the relative merit of these shocks as possible triggers to 
recapitalizations. We look at the  decomposition of the intensity of recapitalization in two different 
ways. First, we provide stylized facts on the decomposition  of  flow of fund accounts into three broad 
categories: change in assets (or asset write downs)  change in liabilities and net change in cash flows to 
equity;  Second, we turn to regression analysis.  
 
a) Capital Increase Regressions 

Table 5.1 reports the results of a series of regressions of capital increases on funding shocks and toxic 
asset write-down/exposures. All the variables included in the regression are measured at the same time 
and are based on semi-annual flow of funds reports. Hence the model has no forecasting power per se 
but is rather meant to measure the relative role of funding and asset risk shocks during the crisis. 14 

We cover the first and the second half of 2008.  Each  line  in Table 5.1  reports the coefficients; the t- 
statistics are reported below the coefficient, between parentheses. The significant coefficients are in 
bold font. We also report some regression diagnostics, such as the R-squared of the regression, the 
number of observations, and the F-stat of the regressions.  
                                                            
14 The issue of updated reporting to the marketplace of liquidity measures is still under discussion under the new Basel III 
liquidity ratio measures, even if they are computed based on 30 day cash flows. At the moment, financial reporting of 
individual firm flow of funds is either quarterly or even  semi-annual and the market gauges liquidity shocks just by 
looking at CDS spreads.   
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All variables are scaled by tangible common equity; we employ a number of capital increase 
definitions (see Paragraph 3 above for a discussion);  all variables, except for the exposures and 
leverage ratios, are semiannual flows. 

• (Cap Incr)/TCE measures capital issues of voting and hybrid stock. 
• (Net cap)/TCE is the total net addition to equity, inclusive of dividends and buybacks, but 

exclude hybrid capital 
• (Net cap + Hybr)/TCE is the same as above, with issues of Hybrid capital added back to the 

total. It is the most comprehensive measure of net capital issues.  
 

 Our dependent variables measure funding costs and toxic asset write-downs or exposures. 
• (Net Brw)/TCE was defined above.  
• (Credit Loss/Tce) is the total of write-downs during the reference period (source: Bloomberg).  

 
We introduce a number of different measures of toxic asset exposures. The best one in the regressions 
below is  
 

• (Cdo+Siv)/TCE which is the sum of Cdos and Abcp Special Investment Vehicles at the end of 
2007.  

• (Cdos+Subprime)/Tce is the sum of Cdo exposures and Subprime+Alt_A exposures. 
• TCE/Assets is the ratio between Tangible Equity and total assets, a measure of leverage. 

 
The left columns of  Table 6.1 report the capital increase regressions for the first half of 2008, with 
credit loss variables. For each of the three measures of capital increases, both the net borrowing 
variable and the credit loss (write-off) variables are statistically significant and with the expected sign. 
A positive increase in capital is induced by a positive credit loss, with an elasticity of around 60% for 
the capital issues variables, which halves to 30% after  we net out dividends and buybacks. A  negative 
net funding shock has a 5% impact on net capital issues.  

The middle part of Table 5.1  considers the same type of regression for the second half of 2008, i.e. the 
high point of the crisis. The signs of the regression coefficients are similar, but the funding shock 
variable is marginally less significant. In both regressions, the (Net cap + Hybr)/TCE dependent 
variable, which is the most comprehensive one, shows the best level of significance for the individual 
coefficient, and for the whole of the reported regressions.  The right part of Table 5.1  reports 
regressions with similar independent variables and periods, but with a different choice of the credit 
loss variable, which is measured by exposures (at Q4 2007) rather than flows. In the regressions for the 
first half of 2008, where capital issues are defined as (Net cap)/TCE, with no hybrid issues added back, 
the funding shock variable and the toxic asset exposure variable  both significant and with the expected 
sign. We tried a number of toxic assert exposures variables, but the one which adds Cdos and 
ABCP/Siv is the most significant (see Box 1 above for asset class definitions).   
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Table 5.1  Capital Increase Decomposition Results  
Period  S1 2008  S2 2008  S1 2008  S2 2008 
Method  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS  OLS 

Dependent  
Variable 

(D NETCAP 
+HYBR) 
/TCE 

D 
NETCAP 
/TCE 

CAP_ 
INCR 
/TCE 

(D 
NETCAP+ 
HYBR) 
/TCE 

D 
NETCAP 
/TCE 

CAP_ 
INCR  
/TCE 

D 
NETCAP 
/TCE 

(D 
NETCAP 
+HYBR) 
/TCE 

(D  
NETCAP 
+HYBR) 
/TCE 

(D 
NETCAP
+HYBR) 
/TCE 

CAP_ 
INCR 
/TCE 

D 
NETCAP 
/TCE 

Independent 
 variables 

                                   

NET_BRW/TCE  ‐0,05  ‐0,041  ‐0,01  ‐0,049  ‐0,018  ‐0,38  ‐0,05  ‐0,068  ‐0,051  ‐0,054  ‐0,043  ‐0,19 
(‐2,83)  (‐2,49)  (‐1,21)  (‐2,43) (‐1,86) (‐1,96) (‐3,106) (‐3,34) (‐2,14)  (‐2,11)  (‐2,02) (‐1,84)

CREDIT_LOSS/ 
TCE 

0,6  0,3  0,71  0,5  0,158  0,49                   
(‐5,3)  (‐2,88)  (‐17,1)  (‐5,8) (‐3,87) (‐5,9)      

(CDO+SIV)/TCE                    0,106  0,14  0,14     0,13  0,061 
         (‐3,32) (‐4,05) (‐2,8)     (‐2,82) (‐2,74)

(CDO+ 
Subprime) / 

TCE 

                           0,037       

                           (‐0,93)       

TCE/ASSETS                    ‐0,49  ‐0,16             
         (‐0,82) (‐0,23)      

Regression 
 Statistics                                

R‐squared  0,35  0,17  0,68  0,41  0,24  0,4  0,22  0,28  0,19  0,09  0,19  0,17 

No. Obs.  66  66  70  62  62  62  61  61  57  57  57  57 

F‐Stat   17,5  7,01  73,4  21,5  9,85  20,3  5,5  7,71  6,61  2,81  6,38  5,77 

 
The last four columns of Table 5.1 report regression results for the second half of 2008, with the toxic 
asset exposures variables. Again, the coefficients have the expected sign and are always significant for 
each capital issue variable, with the partial exception of the net borrowing shock coefficient for the D 
Net cap/Tce variable, which is significant at the 10% rather than 5%. We also show the result for a 
regression with different measures of toxic asset exposures, Cdos+ Subprime, which is not significant.   

Overall, our regression results show that funding shocks had additional explanatory power to asset 
shocks, and vindicate our expectation. Another indirect indicator of the importance of funding shocks 
is the better performance of the CDO+Siv toxic asset specification, since SIV combined toxic asset 
exposures with extreme short term funding profiles (see Acharya at al. 2010).  The results of the 
regressions would certainly be even better if it were possible to include in the data the very cases of 
extreme funding shocks, e.g. such as Lehman, Fortis or Bear Stearns, where no flow of fund 
information was actually available with a consequent exclusion of these observations  from the 
regression sample.  

 

6.  Ratings versus Market based measures of Risk: Type I & Type II errors 
 
The notion of Type I (false positive) versus Type II error (false negative), which is employed by 
statistician, is useful in order to compare the relative merits of different risk measures. Say that we 
define an event of distress, as a government bailout or outright bankruptcy, and consider different risk 
measures such as market based measures (e.g. Probability of default a-la-Merton or CDS spreads) or 
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accounting based measures such as Financial Strength Ratings as computed by rating agencies. We 
loosely define as Type I forecasting errors as all events which are classified as distressed ex ante but 
which do not materialize as such ex post, and as Type II forecasting errors as all events which are not 
classified as distressed ex ante but indeed do materialize as distressed ex post.   
 
In order to define forecasting errors we compute the ex post frequency of distress during the subprime 
crisis. We define distress in a broad way by considering all cases of outright default as well as 
government based recapitalization (bailouts). For more details see our companion paper (Savorelli and 
Cybo-Ottone, 2011).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chart 6.1 below reports the relative frequency of distress events (we net bailout and bankruptcy data 
from collective bailouts) and map them with MPD at march 2008, Chart 6.1.a, and October 2008, 
Chart 6.1.b, respectively. By inspection of the table one notices that can claim that Marked based 
measures of distress risk, such as MPD  are characterized by high False Positives, i.e. they forecast too 
many distress events, especially in the insurance sector. The match between absolute levels of MPD 
and ex post distress frequency is not so poor, however, especially for banking.  For the case of CDS, 
this point is made in a more rigorous way by Fitch article (2010).  

 
Which is the performance of Financial Strength Ratings (FSR), instead, which are used as a predictor 
of distress events in Gropp, Vasala and Vulpes (2006) in their model forecasting major EU bank 
distress episodes between the subprime crisis.  Chart 6.2 reports the results of our analysis of Moody’s 
Financial Strength ratings (FSR) for an overlapping sample of financial institutions that are included in 
the sample (FSR ratings mostly deal with very large institutions, except investment banks which do not 
command this type of rating).   We report the new Financial Strength Rating level, in the various 
shades of gray, in the wake of a downward rating revision during the subprime crisis (from S2 2007 to 
S2 2009).  FRS  levels of 0,1 implies a credit event, level 3 is rating below investment grade, levels > 4   
in the picture represent down ratings which are still in the investment grade zone.  The y-axis measure 
the number of firms in the sample for each subsector.  Note the very small number of down ratings to 
distress levels (Level 1,0, the black section of the column in the chart),  mostly concentrated in the 
Mortgage and Large EU Bank sectors; further, the relative abundance of rating revisions in 2009 
shows that these actions were actually after the event, rather than before the event.  The intensity of 
distress events in the Insurance sector is much lower. In fact, FRS data reported in Chart 6.2  missed 
many bailout events reported in Chart 6.1 above 
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Summing up, our computations reported in Chart 6.2 below show that FSR  forecast too many  False 
Negatives, i.e. there have been not enough down ratings to distress levels (0 and 1 levels of FSR 
ratings) as compared to the experience of distress events during the crisis (for Mortgage Banks, GSE, 
Investment banks, Monolines and universal banks). This dichotomy is really acute if we define distress 
more broadly as forced recapitalizations (bailouts). From a legal standpoint, it is correct to say that 
ratings are meant to capture a credit rather than a distress event, but this leaves us with a poor measure  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
for distress risk, which has been borne by shareholders and/or taxpayers (via Government bailouts) 
rather than bondholders. 15    
 
 

7. Conclusions 

We summarize the main results of our analysis of recapitalizations during the subprime crisis and draw 
some implications of our results for the debate on financial reform.  
 
7.1 Summary of main results 
This paper analyzes  large bank and insurer recapitalizations during the subprime crisis of 2007-09. 
For a sample of more than ninety of US, UK and European financial intermediaries, we collect data  on 
new capital issues  by private investors and by governments and  construct a scale of the intensity of 
recapitalization  based on the source of new cash, dividend cuts or capital issues,  the identity of the 
new shareholders (public or private) in the latter case. Further, we relate the intensity of 
recapitalization to a number of distress and liquidity risk measures,  in a way akin to the Prompt 
Corrective Action system adopted by the US FDIC for the resolution of US commercial banks. We 
measure risk based on accounting data, such as toxic asset exposure and shocks to funding, as well as 
with market based data, such as stock market prices. We measure market based probabilities of default 

                                                            
15    The ability of accounting based measures such as Toxic Exposures to TCE to forecast distress is comparable to that of market 
based measures, at least in the first periods of the crisis. It id even so after Lehman (see  Table 7.1.b if we account for the exception of 
collective bailouts). Even using this information would have probably implied a more drastic revision of FRS measures. The fact that this 
did not happen shows that Rating agencies did not weigh toxic asset exposures  enough, or implicitly assumed too high prices when 
evaluating  toxic assets on the balance sheets of the rated entities.  
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à la Merton and compare them with Financial Strength Ratings.  We run our analysis for three different 
risk peaks during the crisis, namely the Northern Rock Distress in September 2007, the Bear Stearns 
bailout in March 2008, and the Lehman/AIG collapse in September 2008.     

Our main results are as follows.  The intensity of recapitalization for individual intermediaries 
increases during the three peaks of the crisis, and that exposures at the beginning of the crisis matter 
for all periods, and can be indeed defined as “toxic”, i.e. with slow decay. More importantly, the 
intensity of recapitalization is indeed related to our risk measures, and especially to exposures to toxic 
assets and probabilities of default based on option markets, even with without control for country 
effects. Our controls for sector effects are confined to  the liability structure of the intermediaries, and 
we show that individual insurance companies experienced less need to recapitalize than banks due to 
their lower value of risk variables.   
 
The subprime crisis took market participants, rating agencies and regulators by surprise, and the 
predictive power of any model and indicator is low. However, we  show that market measures of risk, 
were already discounting in March 2008 the  information on the intensity of recapitalization which 
occurred at the end of the year; on the other hand, in the first phase of the crisis, in September 2007, 
markets were taken by surprise, but  toxic asset exposures are the best leading indicator of distress.  
 
We are able to simplify the vast variability  in regulation between sectors and jurisdictions with just 
two variables, which control for the effects of the “bailout put” and for the difference between 
individual and collective bailouts. In fact, among our risk measures, probabilities of default à la 
Merton perform better than credit default spreads; this is because the former do not discount the value 
of bailout puts, and hence control for the main regulatory asymmetry between banking and insurance. 
We find that the other main regulatory variable that matters is the type of bailout (government based 
recapitalization). For  the Lehman shocks sample, we are able to sort individual bailouts from group 
bailouts based on objective criteria and show that that group bailouts were driven from other factors 
than all the other transactions analyzed in the study (dividend cuts, private investor recapitalizations 
and individual bailouts).  Our data show that, for large financial intermediaries, the signal coming from 
CDS spreads are somewhat puzzling: the spreads moved a lot, even in the credit events they were 
meant to capture rarely materialized.  The real risk bearers during the crisis were the shareholders and, 
ultimately, the government in the bailout cases and this would speak in the direction of using equity 
based models of risk of distress for financial intermediaries.    
 
We provide for a comparison of banking and insurance during the subprime crisis.  16Our 
decomposition of sources of net capital issues, inclusive of hybrid issues and divided policy, with 
write-downs and net funding shocks shows the how Insurers as a group experienced much lower write-
down shocks than banks,  and no borrowing shocks except for bancassurance, in fact all the other 
insurance subsectors were able to raise debt rather than have it withdrawn.  If we combine both shocks 
(the write-downs and the net funding shock) this implies  a much larger need to raise capital in banking 
than in insurance, which is what we observe in the data. 
 

                                                            
16 Further  comparison of risk measures across banking and insurance, by regions and sector specialization is contained  in   
Savorelli, Cybo-Ottone and Beccarini (2011) 
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Despite the definition of recapitalization, the message is the same. The insurance sector overall 
required a less intense recapitalization effort than the banking sector, and a reduction in cash 
distribution to shareholders trough dividend policy and buybacks was sufficient to restore enough cash 
flow to cover any loss. The picture for banking shows a much more marked need for new capital: in 
some cases a capital increase on the private market was enough, but in many cases the bank would 
become insolvent without a government bailout 
 
 
7.2 Implications for financial reform  
Our paper is based on an implementation of the Prompt Corrective Action framework, which is 
currently in use at the US FDIC, to a much larger universe of intermediaries and market players, as we 
posit that private market players such as Financial Intermediaries management/shareholders voluntary 
adopt some action even in absence of regulatory intervention. The prevention of bankruptcies thanks to 
early warning signals and prompt recapitalization is considered one of the key building blocks of 
financial stability reform both in the US and in Europe – see e.g. Masera (2010).  
 
We discuss in the following a few questions on the regulatory implications of our results.   

• Did the private sector really enforce Prompt Corrective Action (PCA) w/o regulatory 
intervention?  If not, would mandatory PCA help avert the next crisis? 

• Should PCA extended outside US commercial banking?   
• Do our results give some hints on the implementation of PCA?  
• How do PCA relate to Large Intermediaries resolution plans under implementation in the new 

US Dodd-Frank Act of 2010?  
 
a) Would prompt corrective action by management be sufficient?  
The data do show that there was some order in the private sector and in discretional government 
response to the build up of distress and funding risk at the height of the subprime crisis.  We were able 
to define in a more structured way than in the original PCA framework, which is quite loose, an 
ordered response scheme. The scheme would consider the following actions in increasing order of 
intensity: 1) Dividend cut/suspension (inclusive of suspension of buyback programs); 2) New (voting) 
capital issue to the market/private investors; 3) Sale of control/merger with a more capitalized party; 4) 
Government bailout/bankruptcy/orderly resolution 
 
In a way, management reaction was not inconsistent with PCA; at least until distress level was extreme 
and conducive to bailouts. We could add that there was some corrective action, but maybe not such a 
prompt one. March/June 2008 would have been a better time for recapitalizations, as there was enough 
information on which players were more distressed, but there was no panic yet. Further, many 
financial intermediaries did raise capital from Q3 2007 to Q2 2008, but in many case this was not 
enough to stand the Lehman Bankruptcy shock.  
 
Our results are even more interesting if we interpret them in the wake of the increasing frequency of 
voluntary bank recapitalization as a consequence of poor stress test results performed by regulatory 
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authorities in the US and lately in Europe. 17 In a way, the combination of stress tests results and 
voluntary recapitalization can be interpreted as a way to enforce by moral suasion a variant of  Prompt 
Corrective Action where such a type of regulation has not been approved yet (e.g. in Continental 
Europe). Even in the US, where PCA is mostly administered for medium sized and small banks, the 
new informal mechanism has been adopted by the largest banks.   Despite their shortcomings, stress 
tests have the advantage of simulating shocks that are particularly relevant in each phase of the crisis 
(for example, whereas toxic asset exposures were critical in our sample dating from 2007 to 2009, 
more recently exposures to peripheral bond markets have been more important than toxic asset 
exposures in banking.  It is interesting that most recapitalizations concerned intermediaries which had 
poor but still sufficient capital absorption slack, hence moral suasion is very important in the new 
mechanism.  
 
b) Implementing Prompt Corrective Actions 
Default versus distress 
Our data contribute to the important distinction between the concept of default and distress as applied 
to financial intermediaries. The experience of the crisis shows that distress, defined as a government 
sponsored recapitalization, is the relevant event to be averted, as compared to outright default. This 
vindicates the argument for “default” being as “a bridge too far” as advanced before the crisis by IMF 
economists – see Chan-Lau et al. (2006).  In fact, during the crisis, if not for government 
recapitalizations, many financial intermediaries would have gone bankrupt, at least on a “flow basis”, 
namely because of large funding shocks. 
 
Prompt Corrective Action triggers.  
An important preliminary issue concerns the choice of the trigger to PCA action.  One major proposal, 
coming from a paper from Hart and Zingales (2010) is to use CDS spreads as a triggering indicator.  
The authors point to the widening of CDS spreads for US Investment banks in the wake of the Bear 
Stearns bailout as corroborating evidence of the merit of their proposal. Our work shows that one can 
improve on the CDS measure given to the confounding effect of the “bailout puts” in the compression 
of banks CDS spreads.  Even in the case of investment banks, whose too big to fail stance was 
doubtful until March 2008, a put emerged after the bailout of BS, to disappear after Lehman, and to 
reappear a few days later after the massive banking bailout.   
 
The practical  definition of a distress level is tricky, but we can work out average thresholds in the 
spirit of Reinhart and Rogoff’s, “This time is different” seminal work.  Based on Table 7.1 above, we 
compute our distress triggers based on the individual bailout (plus bankruptcy) Fall 2008  transactions 
only. Our data show that signals coming from the equity markets are more reliable and robust than 
CDS spreads and have better relative predictive power in the crisis even if these indicators are prone to 
over-reaction.   
 
The average ex ante Probability of default a la Merton in February 2008, our best ex ante predictor 
time for distress events clustering around the Lehman bankruptcy,  was around 40%; at the same time, 

                                                            
17  Morgan Stanley (2011) reports that most EU banks which had poor stress tests results have recentily increased 
capital on the market.  
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subordinated CDS spreads equal to 250 b.p. 18 , and the sum of all Toxic Asset exposures scaled by 
Tangible Equity was more than 300%, with narrower measures of toxic exposures,  such as CDOs plus 
Siv or CDOs plus Subprimes,  posting an average 100%  ratio; finally cumulative write downs were  
equal to 40% of TCE, and  Price to Book Values ratios were much below parity at 65%.   
 
Given that toxic asset shocks were specific to the subprime crisis, thus making some of our ratio 
context dependent, a  complementary approach  would be to rely on periodic stress tests as triggers of 
recapitalizations. In fact these stress tests were  applied by many regulators during and after the crisis, 
(even if with different levels of  disclosure, thresholds and enforcement on the two sides of the 
Atlantic). The application of discretionary stress tests raises however  issues related to transparency of 
the stress test procedures and data, which are not easy to solve given the trade-offs involved.   
 
c)  Extending the domain of PCA outside US small and medium sized banks. 
Should the PCA be more widely adopted by regulators?  At the moment, PCA is being adopted only in 
some jurisdictions, such as US commercial banking, where the FDIC is the administrator of the 
procedure; in fact, it has been waived or adapted for some large US banks that we cover in the sample; 
the UK has recently passed  legislation on the issue. The introduction of PCA for the insurance sector 
has been proposed by some commentators but has not become law.   
 
d) PCA mechanism for large / systemically important institutions 
A number of regulatory reform proposals discussed in the academic literature, and specific 
implementations under review widen the scope of pre-emptive recapitalization measures for 
large/systemically important institutions. Importantly, all these proposals have an element of 
automatic, or government mandated, trigger, which they share with PCA systems despite the 
presumption that PCA, which is advisable for firm specific events, is sufficient in the case of a 
generalized crisis such as the subprime one.  
 
In principle, PCA is a good form of preventive regulation, but the issue remain open if PCA, which is 
advisable for firm/sector specific events, is sufficient in the case of a generalized crisis such as the 
subprime one (even this crisis started as a sector one in the Fall of 2007).  In being a preventive 
regulation, the issue on the benefits of PCA is akin to the Type I versus Type II debate we discussed in 
section 8 above.  Inasmuch as this regulation minimizes Type I errors, it tends to recapitalize 
intermediaries too early as compared to wait the last minute and activate a nasty choice between 
bailouts, bankruptcy and “orderly” resolution. Further, if the financial reform already mandate a 
specific resolution process, such as the Dodd-Francis Act  does for the  bailout-free unwinding of 
systemically important financial institutions, PCA would be a lesser evil, especially if  financial 
markets are open  and  liquid.  
 
e) Who should bear the cost of distress of large financial institutions?    
A number of regulatory reform proposals discussed in the academic literature, and specific 
implementations under review widen the scope of pre-emptive recapitalization measures for 
large/systemically important institutions. The scope of the proposals may differ, even if they are 

                                                            
18   If we consider pre-Lehman events (Bears and Countrywide), we have a 6 month lead MPD of 30%, which is not 
too far from the post-Lehman period 
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targeted to the “too-big-to-fail” universe of financial intermediaries.   It is widely agreed, at least 
among regulator and practitioners, that despite the philosophy behind these proposals, the main hurdles 
are in the actual implementation (“The devil is in the details”).  
 
We would like to contribute to the debate by looking at how different these pre-emptive 
recapitalization mechanisms are from the actual, and somewhat disordered recapitalizaiton process that 
we observed during the subprime crisis. We can classify proposals for pre-emptive resolution of 
distress events into three categories, based on the instrument and investor that is mainly involved in the 
recapitalization: mandatory equity recapitalizations; mandatory debt conversions; mandatory purchase 
of distress insurance.  
 
Mandatory equity recapitalizations.  
In order to foster the automatic recapitalization of financial institutions that could pose systemic risk to 
the economy, Duffie (2010)  proposes that mandatory rights offerings to existing shareholders at a 
price well below the current market price when a financial institution fails to meet certain stipulated 
liquidity or capital requirements. If the price is sufficiently low, existing shareholders are likely to 
subscribe to new equity issuance.   
 
During the crisis, our data show that equity recapitalizations worked ex post for medium/high level of 
distress, but not for the highest levels. Existing shareholders were unwilling to dilute their shares, and 
new shareholders were unwilling to enter a second phase of recap due to very bad treatment in follow-
up bailouts/mergers – see Caballero(2009). The Duffie proposal improve the chance of recaps by 
mandating them even if the issue of the optimal dilution (discount) and of treatment in follow-up 
reorganization remain open. 
 
Duffie’s proposal is an improvement of the recapitalization process by private equity shareholders 
which has been observed during the first phase of the crisis. Is has the advantage to involve the only 
stakeholders which have been really incentivized during the crisis –both ex ante and ex post -  the 
equity shareholders. As compared with a voluntary recapitalization, this proposal mandates 
recapitalizations, hopefully on a pre-emptive basis  (see our discussion of triggers).  In order not to 
dilute incumbent shareholders, the recapitalizations would be through right offerings, albeit at a low 
enough price discount to attract more capital.  

 
Catastrophic risk put options.   
A related alternative involves enhancing capital cushions by requiring systemically important firms to 
purchase contingent capital in the form of capital insurance. The general purpose is the same as that for 
using contingent capital certificates—that is, to provide a source of additional capital during crisis 
periods. With this proposal it is imperative that the insurance be fail-proof; thus, proposals typically 
require that the insurance funds be placed in a segregated lock box—perhaps in Treasuries Targeted 
issuers of the insurance could include sovereign wealth funds or private equity. The trigger for the 
insurance payment could be based on the condition of the individual firm or on the condition of the 
financial industry. Again, the purpose of the insurance is to address catastrophes; thus it would be 
more commonly associated with deteriorating industry conditions. 
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During the crisis, There was supply of cat put options in the wake of the crisis; some of that was 
intentional (see all Cdos subscribed by monolines, reinsurers and Aigfs) some was unintentional (all 
purchasers of Cdo supplied that w/o realizing it; - see Coval  (2009). The protection was mispriced ex 
ante; and credit risk turned into counterparty risk and this needed a bailout, mostly targeted at banks 
purchasing the protection, but at least these intermediaries were identifiable ex post, and they 
hopefully had some experience in the business. As a consequence, proposals to improve the market for 
cat put options thus have a precedent to work on (see above our data on shadow banking).  
 
Debt to equity conversion proposals.  
Many commentators have proposed to reinforce bondholder  market discipline. For example, the  
Squam Lake Working Group (2009), drawing on previous work by Flannery,  recommends  support 
for a new regulatory hybrid security that will expedite the recapitalization of distressed financial 
companies. Related proposals have been voiced by Hart and Moore (2010).  These new securities 
would be sold as debt liabilities that make standard tax-deductible interest payments. However, unlike 
conventional debt obligations, they would be converted into equity shares if some predetermined 
threshold was breached. The triggering mechanism could be based on a number of things including 
existing capital levels, equity share prices, declaration by the regulators that conditions of systemic 
stress exist, or a violation of covenants in the debt contract. Conversion would not be optional; rather it 
would be mandatory once triggered by one of these mechanisms.  
 
There are a number of different way to implement this approach, e.g. forcing subordination for all 
negotiable debt (the bail-in proposal) in case of out of court debt restructuring, or by  introducing a 
new class of convertible subordinated debt (Co-co). 19 These proposals are  widely accepted by 
regulators, with different version being proposed by the US, Dodd-Francis act and in the EU by the 
BIS under the new Basel III rules - see Cotterill (2010) The introduction of debt which can be 
mandatorily converted into equity is an attempt to improve on  the very notion of bond market 
discipline mechanism which did not work during very well the subprime crisis. Except for the Lehman 
Chapter 11 experiment, bondholders have always been bailed out during the subprime crisis, and even 
subordinated bondholders have suffered no losses ex post, and very few credit events in CDS actually 
materialized. The expectation on bailouts evolved in a somewhat erratic way during the crisis, showed 
by CDS versus MPD evolution in Chart 6.3 above until an almost generalized bailout was 
implemented across jurisdictions since October 2008.  
 
These proposals are much more innovative and hence more difficult to implement than equity 
recapitalizations. First, involve a credibility issue of any “market discipline mechanism”, which has 
been further discredited during the crisis. Further, they would involve a considerable increase in the 
cost of debt capital amid deep uncertainty on their ex post enforcement. Third, one may expect that the 
size of the market for these instruments will remain limited, the more so the more the conversion rules 
are set in advance (in fact, we suspect that the larger would this market be, the higher will be the 
probability of ex post bailouts).  This does not mean that these instruments are not worth trying: one 
plus of the introductions of Co-cos  is at least the price discovery of these instruments has improved, 
provided that the notion of distress rather than default becomes pivotal and help clarify the fuzzy 
notion of “distress”, which we have attempted to clarify.  

                                                            
19     Variants of  mandatory convertible instruments, Co-Cos, have been recently  issued by some European banks 
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Appendix 

Table A.1.1                                                                             
Firms Included in the Data Set  

Name  Sector  Subsector  Region
Home 
Country Name  Sector  Subsector  Region 

Home 
Country 

ACE LIMITED Insurance P&C US USA IRISH LIFE  Insurance Life/Health EU Ire 

AEGON NV Insurance Multi-line  EU NL JP MORGAN Banking Bank Universal US USA 

AIG Insurance Multi-line  US USA KBC GROEP Banking Bank Regional EU Bel 

ALLIANZ SE-REG Insurance Multi-line  EU Ger LEGAL & GENERAL GRP Insurance Life/Health EU UK 

ALLIED IRISH BANK Banking Bank Regional EU Ire LEHMAN BROTHERS  Banking Investmt Bank US USA 

ALLSTATE CORP Insurance P&C US USA LINCOLN NATIONAL Insurance Life/Health US USA 

AMBAC FINANCIAL Insurance Monoliner US USA LLOYDS TSB GROUP Banking Bank Regional EU UK 

ANGLO IRISH BANK Banking Bank Regional EU Ire MANULIFE Insurance Life/Health US Can 

ASSURANT Insurance Life/Health US USA MBIA Insurance Monoliner US USA 

AVIVA PLC Insurance Multi-line  EU UK MERRILL LYNCH Banking Investmt Bank US USA 

AXA Insurance Multi-line  EU Fra METLIFE Insurance Life/Health US USA 

BANCO SANTANDER Banking Bank Regional EU Spa MGIC Insurance Monoliner US USA 

BANK OF AMERICA Banking Bank Unversal US USA MORGAN STANLEY Banking Investmt Bank us USA 

BANK OF IRELAND Banking Bank Regional EU Ire MUENCHENER RUE Insurance Reinsurance EU D 

BARCLAYS PLC Banking Bank Unversal EU UK NATIXIS Banking Bank Unversal EU Fra 

BBVA Banking Bank Regional EU Spa NORDEA BANK AB Banking Bank Regional EU Norw 

BEARN STEARNS Banking Investmt Bank US USA NORTHERN ROCK Banking Mortgage Bank EU UK 

BNP PARIBAS Banking Bank Unversal EU Fra ODYSSEY RE HOLD Insurance Reinsurance US USA 

BRADFORD & BINGLEY Banking Mortgage Bank EU UK OLD MUTUAL PLC Insurance Multi-line  EU SAF 

CAPITAL ONE BANK Banking Bank Regional US USA PMI GROUP Insurance Life/Health  US USA 

CHUBB Insurance P&C US USA PNC FINANCIAL SERV. Banking Bank Regional US USA 

CITIGROUP Banking Bank Universal US USA PROGRESSIVE CORP Insurance Life/Health US USA 

COMMERZBANK Banking Bank Regional EU Ger PRUDENTIAL FINA, Insurance Life/Health US USA 

COUNTRYWIDE  FIN. Banking Mortgage Bank EU USA PRUDENTIAL PLC Insurance Life/Health EU UK 

CREDIT AGRICOLE Banking Bank Regional EU Fra RADIAN GROUP Insurance P&C US USA 

CREDIT SUISS-REG Banking Bank Unversal EU CH RAIFFEISEN INTL Banking Bank Regional EU Aus 

DANSKE BANK A/S Banking Bank Regional EU DK ROYAL & SUN ALLIANCE Insurance P&C EU UK 

DEUTSCHE BANK-RG Banking Bank Unversal EU Ger ROYAL BANK OF SCOT. Banking Bank Unversal EU UK 

DEXIA SA Banking Bank Regional EU Fra SCOR SE Insurance Reinsurance EU Fra 

DNB NOR ASA Banking Bank Regional EU Norw. SEB AB-A Banking Bank Regional EU Swe 

ERSTE BANK DER O Banking Bank Regional EU Aus SOC GENERALE Banking Bank Unversal EU Fra 

FANNIE MAE Banking MtgageBk/GSE US USA STANDARD CHARTERED Banking Bank Regional EU UK 

FIFTH THIRD BANCORP Banking Bank Regional US USA STANDARD LIFE Insurance Life/Health EU UK 

FORTIS (AGEAS) Insurance Bank (Life Ins.) EU Bel/NL STOREBRAND ASA Insurance Multi-line  EU Swe 

FREDDIE MAC Banking MtgageBk/GSE US USA SUNTRUST BANKS Banking Bank Regional US USA 

GENERALI  Insurance Multi-line  EU Italy SWISS LIFE H-REG Insurance Life/Health EU CH 

GENWORTH FINAN. Insurance Life/Health  US USA SWISS RE-R Insurance Reinsurance EU CH 

GOLDMAN SACHS Banking Investmt Bank US USA UBS AG-REG Banking Bank Unversal EU CH 

HANNOVER RUE Insurance Reinsurance EU Ger UNICREDIT Banking Bank Regional EU Italy 

HARTFORD FIN. SERV. Insurance Multi-line  US USA UNUM GROUP Insurance Life/Health US USA 

HBOS PLC Banking Mortgage Bank EU UK US BANCORP Banking Bank Regional US USA 

HSBC HLDGS PLC Banking Bank Unversal EU UK WACHOVIA CORP Banking Bank Regional US USA 

HYPO REAL ESTATE Banking Mortgage Bank EU Ger WASHINGTON MUTUAL  Banking Bank Regional US USA 
IKB DEUTSCHE IND 
BANK Banking Mortgage Bank EU Ger WELLS FARGO Banking Bank Regional US USA 

ING GROEP NV Bnk/Ins Life/ Bnk EU NL XL CAPITAL Insurance Reinsurance (B US USA 

INTESA SANPAOLO Banking Bank Regional EU Italy ZURICH FIN. SERV. Insurance Multi-line  EU CH 
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Table A.1.2                                                                  
Descriptive Data for Firms Included in the Data Set 

Code A.1.2  REGION  SECTOR 
TOTAL ASSETS  SALES  STOCK MARKET CAP  TANGIBLE EQUITY 

2006 2009 2006 2009 2006 2009 2006 2009 
4  EU  BANK  56  76  5  8  16  6  3  4 
5  EU  BANK  608  844  24  25  19  7  13  6 
9  EU  BANK  1584  1501  82  45  53  31  24  26 
10  EU  BANK  2777  2666  165  114  160  139  106  111 
12  EU  BANK  785  697  51  35  65  41  20  19 
16  EU  BANK  459  449  12  11  26  10  15  18 
18  EU  BANK  1261  1557  58  44  48  29  18  24 
22  EU  BANK  215  225  11  9  17  10  6  8 
23  EU  BANK  356  403  16  17  21  11  11  10 
26  EU  BANK  68  56  4  2  4     2  2 
27  EU  BANK  1488  1555  52  45  71  36  19  43 
28  EU  BANK  397  492  25  23  31  36  16  23 
29  EU  BANK  412  535  29  33  65  48  18  22 
30  EU  BANK  823  929  48  47  69  39  25  34 
31  EU  BANK  1440  2058  68  71  77  66  38  48 
34  EU  BANK  577  625  30  27  40  40  52  27 
35  EU  BANK  151  99  8  2  7     3  1 
36  EU  BANK  1498  906  83  30  97  39  22  20 
43  EU  BANK  73     4     11  0  3    
48  EU  BANK  957  1024  52  44  59  36  23  34 
49  EU  BANK  162  360  8  12  6  2  3  4 
50  EU  BANK  182  202  9  13  18  10  2  8 
52  EU  BANK  64  36  4  2  3  0  1  1 
53  EU  BANK  513  1158  31  50  49  36  13  42 
58  EU  BANK  1301  1913  59  61  94  19  32  68 
63  EU  BANK  189     9     17  1  6    
70  EU  BANK  567  578  76  65  24  5  14  8 
71  EU  BANK  834  1111  49  70  88  95  28  43 
75  EU  BANK  39  50  2  2  32  29  1  2 
77  EU  BANK  883  811  55  57  64  4  27  27 
79  EU  BANK  161  220  7  9  14  12  7  11 
81  EU  BANK  159  174  8  10  20  1  8  10 
87  EU  BANK  325  324  19  12  34  11  15  13 
1  US  BANK  856  539  54  21  65  28  24  17 
3  US  BANK  1438  1298  112  75  209  65  53  83 
8  US  BANK  1032  1421  76  81  128  120  48  73 
21  US  BANK  540     36     83     23    
33  US  BANK  640  594  53  36  68  62  21  41 
44  US  BANK  644  608  35  20  44  5  25  ‐68 
47  US  BANK  1114  1555  89  107  183  105  44  67 
51  US  BANK  139  122  10  7  23  7  7  7 
55  US  BANK  368  870  37  69  92  97  26  45 
57  US  BANK  268     13     18     9    
60  US  BANK  384     36     32  0  11    
65  US  BANK  78  189  7  13  17  17  6  6 
66  US  BANK  805  842  44  42  47  5       
67  US  BANK  114  119  12  11  24  12  8  8 
69  US  BANK  642  335  51  24  63     26  21 
83  US  BANK  167  197  15  14  49  30  8  10 
86  us  BANK  264     20     33  0  13    
89  US  BANK  153     16     20          
90  US  BANK  77  79  6  5  17  5  6  5 
7  EU  INS  216  223  47  55  30  21  22  17 
11  EU  INS  117  97  11  12  6  3  4  3 
17  EU  INS  192  185  26  21  14  6  2  3 
19  EU  INS  728  708  95  98  64  38  24  23 
24  EU  INS  234  249  41  47  30  23  14  13 
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Table  A.1.2 continued                                                                     
Descriptive Data for Firms Included in the Data Set 

Code A.1.2  REGION  SECTOR  TOTAL ASSETS  SALES  STOCK MARKET CAP  TANGIBLE EQUITY 
2006 2009 2006 2009 2006 2009 2006 2009 

37  EU  INS  378  424  79  88  43  29  9  6 
38  EU  INS  323  257  52  54  26  18  5  5 
40  EU  INS  19  28  3  7  3  3  1  2 
41  EU  INS  76  80  5  4  6  1  2  2 
42  EU  INS  1053  584  99  90  67  40  38  27 
46  EU  INS  41  42  8  11  4  4  3  4 
54  EU  INS  27  44  3  6  2  2  1  1 
59  EU  INS  315  299  35  28  23  8  16  12 
72  EU  INS  78  93  81  16  42  6  18  7 
73  EU  INS  440  400  66  50  31  12  10  6 
74  EU  INS  1226  1164  123  120  74  26  35  33 
84  EU  INS  149  157  19  15  24  13  13  14 
85  EU  INS  34  25  9  8  7  5  3  3 
88  EU  INS  202  165  23  20  9  5  4  4 
92  EU  INS  325  335  31  49  15  5       
2  US  INS  240  265  22  26  41  23  10  7 
6  US  INS  19  18  6  6  5  2  2  3 
13  US  INS  51  55  10  11  15  12  8  10 
14  US  INS  403  377  37  29  34  20  20  18 
15  US  INS  15  13  1  3  7  0  5  ‐2 
20  US  INS  249  215  20  17  23  6  13  10 
25  US  INS  85  76  8  6  12  4  8  7 
32  US  INS  748  593  87  67  142  15  71  7 
39  US  INS  45  32  7  4  10  4  6  5 
45  US  INS  347  336  25  23  31  16  17  17 
56  US  INS  7  8  2  2  2  3  2  2 
61  US  INS  4  3  1  1  3  0  3  1 
62  US  INS  30  18  2  2  8  1  5  2 
64  US  INS  38  35  11  9  17  12  10  11 
68  US  INS  15  14  11  10  14  8  5  4 
76  US  INS  5  7  1  1  4  1       
78  US  INS  136  124  7  6  14  5  6  6 
80  US  INS  120  93  27  22  31  11  16  11 
82  US  INS  6  6  1  1  3  0  3  1 
91  US  INS  40  38  8  7  5  5  6  6 

Individual firms were randomly coded to preserved anonymity 
data source: Our computations based on Bloomberg 
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Table A.1.3                                                               
Recapitalization Events Data Set  

code A1.3  Sector  Region  S1_2  S1_3 S2_2 S2_3 S3_2 S3_3  S3_5S S3_A4
3  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
4  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
9  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
11  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 1
13  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
15  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
17  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  1  2 1
19  BANK  EU  1 2 NA NA NA NA  NA NA
25  BANK  EU  1 1 1 1 1  1  2 1
27  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  4 4
31  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  1  4 4
38  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  4 3
43  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 3
48  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
49  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  4 4
53  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  4 4
54  BANK  EU  1 1 1 1 1  2  4 4
57  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
62  BANK  EU  1 1 1 1 1  2  3 3
63  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 3
64  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
65  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  1  2 1
68  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
72  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
73  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
74  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 4
77  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
78  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  3 3
80  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 NA NA  NA NA
81  BANK  EU  0 0 1 1 1  1  2 1
85  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 3
87  BANK  EU  1 1 1 1 1  2  3 3
91  BANK  EU  0 0 0 0 1  1  2 1
6  BANK  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  3 3
8  BANK  US  1 1 1 1 1  2  4 3
12  BANK  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
18  BANK  US  1 1 NA NA 1  2  3 3
22  BANK  US  1 1 1 1 1  2  4 4
36  BANK  US  1 1 1 1 1  1  2 4
47  BANK  US  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 3
50  BANK  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
56  BANK  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  3 3
58  BANK  US  0 0 1 2 NA NA  NA NA
59  BANK  us  1 1 1 1 1  2  4 4
61  BANK  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  3 3
70  BANK  US  1 1 1 1 1  2  4 3
71  BANK  US  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 3
76  BANK  US  1 1 1 2 NA NA  NA NA
83  BANK  US  1 1 NA NA 1  2  4 4
84  BANK  US  1 1 1 1 1  2  3 3
88  BANK  US  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 3
89  BANK  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  3 3
10  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
14  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
24  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
30  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
32  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 1  2  2 2

34  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
35  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 1  1  2 1
37  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
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39  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
40  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
41  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
45  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
52  INS  EU  1 1 0 0 0  0  1 1
55  INS  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
60  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
75  INS  EU  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
82  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 1  1  2 1
86  INS  EU  1 1 NA NA 1  2  3 1
90  INS  EU  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 2
1  INS  US  1 1 NA NA NA NA  NA NA
2  INS  US  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 3
5  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
7  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
16  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
20  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
21  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
23  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
26  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 0
28  INS  US  1 1 1 1 NA NA  NA NA
29  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
33  INS  US  0 0 0 0 1  1  2 1
42  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  0 0
44  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
46  INS  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  2 2
51  INS  US  0 0 1 1 1  2  4 4
66  INS  US  0 0 0 0 0  0  1 1
67  INS  US  0 0 0 0 1  2  3 3
69  INS  US  0 0 1 1 NA NA  NA NA
79  INS  US  0 0 0 0 1  1  2 1

All company names were coded with a random algorithm to preserve confidentiality. This ordering is unrelated to the random ordering of Table A.1.2 
above.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Variable definition                         
S1_2 S1 = (Sep 2007- Feb 2008); State coding  (Two states 0 = no capital increase; 1 = cap. increase; bailout; takeover) 

S1_3 S1 = (Sep 2007- Feb 2008); State  coding (Three states 0 = DO NOTHING OR DIVIDEND CUT; 1 =  PRIVATE 
MARKET CAPITAL INCREASE; 2 =  BAILOUT 

S2_2 S2 =  (Mar 2008- Aug 2008); State coding  (Two states 0 = no capital increase; 1 = cap. increase; bailout; takeover) 

S2_3 S2 = (Mar 2008 - Asug 2008); State  coding (Three states 0 = DO NOTHING OR DIVIDEND CUT; 1 =  PRIVATE 
MARKET CAPITAL INCREASE; 2 =  BAILOUT 

S3_2 S3 =  (Sep 2008 - Feb 2009); State coding  (Two states 0 = no capital increase; 1 = cap. increase; bailout; takeover) 

S3_3 S3 =  (Sep 2008 - Feb 2009); State  coding (Three states 0 = DO NOTHING OR DIVIDEND CUT; 1 =  PRIVATE 
MARKET CAPITAL INCREASE; 2 =  BAILOUT 

S3_5S 
S3 =  (Sep 2008 - Feb 2009); State coding (Five states 0 = DO NOTHING; 1 = DIVIDEND CUT AND NO CAPITAL 
INCREASE; 2 = PRIVATE MARKET CAPITAL INCREASE + PRIVATE MARKET TAKEOVER; 3 = SYSTEMIC 
BAILOUT; 4 = INDIVIDUAL BAILOUT + GOVT. ASSISTED TAKEOVER + BANKRUPTCY                                         

S3_A4 
S3 =  (Sep 2008 - Feb 2009); Alternative state coding (Five states 0 = DO NOTHING; 1 = Management action /div. Cut or 
capital increase; 2 = Board action /management change; private sale of control; 3 = government bailout with no 
punishment; 4 = government bailout with punishment (change in control/management change)                                             
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Table A.1.4                                                          
Varariables definitions and sources 

Variable name  Description  Frequency  Source 

Toxic Asset Exposures/Losses 

TCE 
Tangible Equity = Shareholder equity ‐
goodwill 

Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP 

Toxic 1A  (Cdo+Subrime‐Alt‐A ABS)/TCE End 2007 Our computation (*)
Toxic 1B  (Cdo + Subrime Loans)/TCE End 2007 Our computation (*)
Toxic 1B  (Cdo+SIV)/TCE  End 2007 Our computation (*)
Toxic 2  All toxic asset exposures/TCE End 2007 Our computation (*)

Cdo+Siv/TCE  
Sum of Cdos and Abcp Special Investment 
Vehicles 

End 2007  Our computation 

Cdos+Subprime/TCE  Sum of Cdo and Subprime+Alt_A exposures End 2007 Our computation

Credit Loss/TCE 
Total  write‐downs during the reference 
period (source: Bloomberg).  

Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP 

Cflux Cred Loss/TCE   Cumulative credit loss  End 2008 Creditflux.com
Distress Risk variables 
CDS SR 5Y_mm_yy  5y CDS Senior quotation  Weekly/Monthly Bloomberg LLP
CDS SUB  5Y_mm_yy  5y CDS Subordinated  quotation Daily Bloomberg LLP
P/BV_mm_yy  Price to Book Value  Monthly Our computation
MPD_mm_yy  Merton Probability of default Daily/Weekly/Monthly  Our computation (*)
Funding Risk Variables 
LIQ  Liquidity proxy  Yearly Our computation (*)
CDS_5y‐1y_mm_yy  5y ‐ 1y CDS term spread  Daily Bloomberg LLP

Net Brw/TCE   
(Total Cash from invest and operations – Net 
borrowing)/TCE 

Quarterly/Semiannual  Our computation based 
on Blmbg raw data 

Capital Increase variables 

Cap Incr /TCE   Capital issues of voting and hybrid stock.  Quarterly/Semiannual  Our computation based 
on Blmbg raw data 

Net cap /TCE 
Net addition to equity, inclusive of dividends 
and buybacks, excluding hybrid capital 

Quarterly/Semiannual  Our computation based 
on Blmbg raw data 

(Net cap + Hybr)/TCE  
Same as above,  inclusives of  issues of 
Hybrid capital 

Quarterly/Semiannual  Our computation based 
on Blmbg raw data 

Merton (MPD)  Model Input data 
PX_LAST  Equity  market closing price Daily Bloomberg LLP
CUR_MKT_CAP  Current equity market capitalization Daily Bloomberg LLP
3MO_PUT_IMP_VOL  3M ATM  equity put option implicit volatility Daily Bloomberg LLP
6MO_PUT_IMP_VOL  6M ATM equity put option implicit volatility Daily Bloomberg LLP
VOLATILITY_180D  Historical 180 day equity  market volatility Daily Bloomberg LLP
5Y SWAP CURVE  % year swap curve  Daily Bloomberg LLP
BS_TOT_INSUR_RSRV  Total Insurance reserves  Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP
BS_ST_BORROW  Short Term Borrowing  Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP
BS_OTHER_ST_LIAB  Other Short Term Borrowing Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP
BS_LT_BORROW  Long Term Borrowing  Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP
BS_OTHER_LT_LIAB  Other Long Term Liabilities Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP
BS_TOT_LIAB2  Total Liabilities  Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP

WEIGH_LIAB 
Weighted Liabilities = Total ST Borrowing + 
[(1/2)* (Total LT Borrowing + Insurance 
Reserves)] 

Quarterly/Semiannual  Our computation (*)

TOTAL_EQUITY  Total Shareholder Equity Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP
TOT_LIAB_AND_EQY  Total Shareholder Equity + Total Liabilities Quarterly/Semiannual  Bloomberg LLP
ABX HEL  ABX Home Equity Loans Index Yearly JP Morgan 
VIX  Vix volatility Index  Weekly  Bloomberg LLP

(*) see below for further details on variable definitions  
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Table A.1.4  Variable definition details 
 
Toxic Asset Exposures   
It is possible to  measure default risk is to use accounting information. In the case of the subprime crisis, the most relevant 
accounting information was related to exposures to toxic assets, such as sub prime and Alt-A mortgages, CDOs, specialized 
investment vehicles (SIV), and CDS on mortgages. This information is more granular than   mandatory disclosures. 
However, at the outset of the crisis, in the summer of 2007, the uncertainty on who actually had exposures to toxic assets 
was an issue; as a consequence, in order to calm down investors,  financial intermediaries started voluntary disclosures of 
specific toxic asset exposures, usually starting in  Q3 2007 investor presentations. We were able to hand collected these 
data, both from individual company presentations, as well as from specific brokers reports. 20 By scaling toxic asset 
exposures with a measure of capital, we obtain an indicator of risk of distress.  
 
We collected data on toxic asset exposures at two different dates, Q3 2007 and Q4 2008. The early exposures would be a 
more comparable number as Q3 2007 marks the very beginning of the crisis;  most banks wrote offs exposures since, so 
that the Q4 2008 amounts are generally lower than the Q3 2007, with exception of those firms which actually took more 
exposures as a result of acquiring a troubled institution over that period. This Box defines toxic assets, reports toxic asset 
exposures by sector scaled by Tangible equity as well as in absolute (Eur billion) amounts. The box concludes with some 
hints on comparing exposures and write down data.  
 
Most toxic assets are securities or derivatives based on securitization of real assets such as home mortgages. These assets  
were regarded as “Toxic” as they were difficult to get rid of, as  their price spiraled downward for during the crisis. Toxic 
assets  have different level of standardization; some are relatively liquid  and are chosen as components of sector  indexes 
(e.g. Markit indices); other are more customized and illiquid (e.g. CDOs or customized credit protection, but are still traded 
bilaterally and mirror exposures by sector/vintage/rating (see Greenlaw et al.,  BPEA (2009) for a simple discussion).  In 
our sample, we were able to track toxic asset exposures for most individual companies in the sample, which are 
disaggregated as follows: 

• CDOs on subprime/Alt-A. These were the assets which lost most in value. Our data pool bank exposures with 
sellers of protection on these contracts, such as AIGFS, the monolines and selected reinsurers.  

• Subprime/Alt-A ABS. These  are direct exposures to Subprime and Alt_A  Asset Backed securities. Some of 
these exposures were retained by banking originators, other by investors such as insurance companies.  

• Subprime mortgage loans (Subprime for US and Buy-to-Let for UK). We add exposures to subprime mortgage 
loans, with no securitization in place, because these were important for the distress at mortgage banks.  

• Siv of ABCP. Special Investment Purpose vehicles dealing with ABS commercial  paper were quite important 
for a number of large US and European banks. We also include here data on  AIG stock lending program, which 
entails a similar type of liquidity mismatched structure.  

• Exposures to monoline counterparty risk. These exposures were important as the monoclines went into distress 
at the beginning of the crisis.  

• Leveraged Finance. Due to the high leverage of transactions, the LBO sector  has been affected by the crisis as 
well. Many European banks had relevant exposure to this sector. 

• Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities. These are mortgages on commercial rather than residential real 
estate. It was less affected by decline in collateral price than residential housing.  

 
Merton Probabilities of Default (MPD) 
The Merton Probability of Default is a well known measure of default risk, due to Merton (1974)  based on information 
taken form equity and options markets, combined with data on the liability structure. Hull (2003); Third Ed. Contains a 
                                                            
20   We accessed the following broker reports in compile our exposure data set.  For banking, our  exposures sources:  Finch P. et 
al. (2007), UBS Investment Research;  Barclays Capital, Equity Research (2009); Cholet C. and L. Quignon (2009) BNP Paribas. For 
insurance, our sources are: Crean A. et al. (2008) and (2009)  Citigroup Global Markets; Paulson B. and T. Langley (2008), Bernstein 
Equity Research. We also accessed selected case studies.   Pershing Square Capital Management (2007) on monolines; Syostrom W.K, 
(2009) on AIG.  Shin, H.S. (2009) on Northern Rock.  Archaya, Schnabl and Suarez  (2010) on asset backed commercial programs 
(ABCP) at individual banks. 
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textbook treatment of the model that we used to  implement the simplest version of the model on our data. This 
assumes that the value of the assets (not observable) is proportional to the value of the equity capital and that the liability  
structure is very simple with the firm issuing only a zero coupon debt of known maturity (which is proportional with the 
average maturity of debt) and equity.  21 The inputs of the model are as follows:  

• E = daily equity market cap;  
• D = is the weighted book value of debt and other liabilities. We follow the convention to half the book value short 

term liabilities before summing it to long term liabilities. For banks, all deposits and commercial paper issues are 
short term debt and bond issues are long term debt. For insurance companies, where most liabilities are long term, 
the book value of debt is equal to technical reserves plus bond issues for insurers and equal to  one half of  short 
term debt. This is a crude way to weigh liabilities by duration introduced by   Moody’s KMV.  All liability data 
also taken from Bloomberg LLP electronic reports.  The frequency of update can be quarterly or semiannual 
according to company reporting policy.  The US sample and around half of the EU sample has quarterly 
observations (last Q1-09) and the balance of the sample has semiannual observation (last S2-2008). 

• We use 5 year zero coupon rates to discount debt. The maturity of debt is 5 years to make comparison with the 
most liquid segment of CDS market.  

• We estimate volatilities with  the implied volatility of 90-day put options (source:  Bloomberg) 
Following common practice, we estimate the MPD for the Merton model on a daily basis by computing the unobservable 
implied value of assets and of their volatilities from the equity markets. In order to do that, we   solve the two equations 
system given by the Black Scholes formula for the firm assets, where equity is a call on the assets with strike equal to the 
discounted value of debt, and asset volatility is derived as a function of equity volatility via Ito’s Lemma (see Hull (2003), 
Chapter 26.1).   The system is solved numerically with the  Levenberg-Marquandt algorithm, which has been coded in 
Matlab.  MPD have been estimated for each sample company on a weekly basis, from September  1st 2004 to March 31th 
2010.    
 

CDS spreads 
CDS spreads are another common measure of default risk; we collected weekly data on 5Y CDS spreads for all sample 
companies from Bloomberg LLP. CDS payment is triggered by credit events, which are roughly consistent with a 
declaration of bankruptcy, inclusive of Chapter 11 or special protection events for banking institutions; hence, CDS spreads 
contain information on the probability of default at a given maturity time the loss given default, i.e. how much of principal 
is destroyed by the credit event; however, investor risk premium and market liquidity are a further determinant of the size 
of spreads.  
 
Measures of funding and liquidity risk  
Funding risk measurement is however elusive and less understood than distress risk. We employ a number of proxies of 
funding risk that are in principle available for all firms in our sample:  

• Qualitative liquidity proxy. 
• CDS term spread proxy. 
• Changes in liabilities from flow of funds accounts (semiannual). 

a) Qualitative liquidity proxy  
Our first  and simplest proxy of liquidity risk is a qualitative ordering in five different levels, from 1 meaning very short 
term funding maturity, to  5 meaning very long term funding maturity. The rankings  are based on a ranking of the typical 
term structure of funding for each major subsector. Firstly, we rank all banks having a shorter term funding maturity than 
insurance companies, with scores 1 to 3 for the banks, and 4 to 5 for the insurers. Within banking, we rank wholesale and  

                                                            
21    Proprietary variants of the   MPD model are   widely used as a framework to forecast firm solvency and corporate bond 
default rates by commercial vendors, notably KMV-Moody’s. The MPD  model is increasingly use by IMF and UK regulators for 
forecasting default risk of financial intermediaries. From our perspective, the most interesting contribution comes from  Sigismund 
(2008) of the UK FSA which addresses a variant of the MPD model as applied to UK banks and insurance companies. Even if the time 
window of presentation fall short of the nadir  of the crisis, it shows that the Merton approach can  be utilized as a comparative approach 
form a regulator such as the FSA, which is in charge both of banking, securities and insurance.  The IMF has devoted a number of papers 
to this approach (Avesani et al,(2006); Gray at al. (2006). See also Gropp, Vasala and Vulpes (2005) for an application to European 
banking.   A notable paper by Bernoth K. and A. Pick (2008) compares MPD models banking and insurance on low frequency quarterly 
data. However their dataset stops at  q4 2007, and their focus is ore on systemic risk rather than individual firm modeling. In such 
respect, our results complement those of the above mentioned papers.  
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investment banks with the shortest term funding, which is mainly through the wholesale repurchase agreements, 
commercial paper and interbank deposit markets, and the regional banks with the relatively longer term funding in the 
sector given their higher reliance on retail deposits, which while being cashable on demand, show relatively low turnover. 
We rank the universal banks, which are in both businesses, at an intermediate level (Level 2). The ranking for mortgage 
banks is more controversial, as their funding policy was varied; many had indeed very short term funding vehicles (SIVs) 
so we put them at Level 2  as well. Within the insurance sector, the most difficult issue is to assess the maturity of technical 
reserves. We decided to focus on the liability structure of the life insurance business as the most relevant dimension, and 
ranked at the relatively lowest level of liquidity all Bancassurers or conglomerates, such as ING or AIG, which had funding 
problems on their non insurance business, ING Direct and AIGFS; we also ranked at the same level all the specialized Life 
Insurers, which in our sample are located either in the US or UK, and a large part of their revenues from decumulation 
products such as annuities which have most frequent outflows than accumulation products, and can create in principle more 
funding problems. 
 
b) CDS term spread proxy 
It is possible to infer some information on funding risk by looking at the term structure of the cost of debt financing, which 
we measure by CDS  term spreads.  In normal times, the term structure is usually quite flat, but in times of distress, 
especially if the marketplace expects these times to be temporary, the cost of short term debt will overshoot the shock of 
long term debt (see e.g. Berg 2009). We track CDS term spreads by subtracting 1Year CDS spreads from 5Year CDS 
spreads quotations from Bloomberg LLP.  
 
c) Debt financing withdrawals  
We exploited information contained in the Flow of Funds accounts to provide for a direct measure of debt financing 
withdrawals, which are any negative changes in  change in net  debt liabilities; this is just the sum of the change in short 
term funding and long term funding. Due to issues of data availability, and in order to maintain comparability between 
banking and insurance our measure omit the inclusion of changes in deposits for banking, and  change in flows related to 
changes in technical reserves for insurance.  22   
 
We worked out a decomposition of individual Flow of Fund data into three items (Delta in Assets, Delta in Debt Liabilities 
and Delta in Equity, inclusive of dividend; we do not report the balance of the data (the delta in cash flow, which is just a 
residual). 23 Generally speaking, the change in assets and changes in  liabilities are usually symmetric; for example, assets 
may increase because of a purchase in new assets, which needs to be financed, e.g. be new debt issues.  The reverse is a 
sale of assets, e.g. a realization of profits, which reduces assets and  which frees debt. When the two series are not 
symmetric, for example if there is both a reduction and a debt withdrawal, this signals a potential financing problem; say 
that debt holders redeem debt, but there is no correspondent positive CF from asset sales, e.g. because assets cannot be 
easily liquidated  or lost dramatically in value.  
 

                                                            
22   There are limitations of sorts in the utilization of these data. First, reporting frequency can be quarterly or semiannual, so that 
we have to pool data to a semiannual frequency for comparison reasons, thereby losing some interesting details in the time series 
dimension of the data. Further, the disaggregation of these data is not homogeneous across firms and locations. The US data are quite 
good for both banking and insurance, but the European data are of more varied quality, and there are a number of missing observations, 
especially concerning the deposits and technical reserves data.  Further, a big limitation of all the data is in the classification of hybrid 
capital, which goes into the long term funding category w/o separate disclosure.  
 
23  We start from Flow of Funds accounting identity: Delta Assets = Delta Debt + Delta Equity   where Delta assets = Write 
downs + other net asset sale/purchase + cash flow from operations.  
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